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Abstract

The role of channel coding in digital communication system is to provide reliability, that

is, a successful information transmission in the presence of noise and interference, with

as small an error rate as required.

Half a century ofresearch in Information Theory and Communications resulted in

construction of many good codes and classes of codes. In general, longer codes achieve

better performance, but the required time, memory, and amount of computation needed

for successful decoding of these codes may in practice be infeasible. Thus the search for

an efficient decoding algorithm is as important as the search for a good code. A good

trade-offbetween the performance, measured by the low error probability, and efficiency,

measured by the low decoding complexity, is set as a criterion.

Multistage decoding is devised for decoding codes with multilevel structure to

achieve an efficient trade-off between error performance and decoding complexity.

Multilevel code structure is used to simplify decoding. Component codes are decoded

level-by-level in series ofdecoding stages, with the decoded information passed between

them. Optimal for the codes of small and medium lengths and number of decoding stages,

this technique shows a significant drop in performance when applied to longer codes,

thus sacrificing performance to achieve efficiency.

In this dissertation, we develop an efficient soft-decision iterative multistage

decoding algorithm for decoding decomposable and multilevel concatenated codes. This
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algorithm achieves maXImum likelihood (ML) performance through iterations with

optimality tests at each decoding stage. It is the first proposed multistage decoding

algorithm that achieves ML performance, and at the same time has a significant reduction

in average decoding complexity compared to other known ML decoding algorithms, such

as ViterlJi algorithm.

The application of the algorithm to two general classes of multilevel codes,

decomposable linear block codes, on the example of Reed-Muller codes, and multilevel

block coded modulation codes, is presented. The results show that this new algorithm

achieves excellent performance-complexity trade-off.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The role of channel coding in digital communication system is to provide reliability, that

is, a successful recovery of the transmitted information at the receiver with as small an

error rate as required despite the presence ofnoise and interference.

Two theoretical questions arise in relation to this problem: under what conditions

is reliable communication possible, and what are the characteristics of the code that can

provide the required level of reliability. C. E. Shannon proved [1] that if the system

transmission rate is smaller than the channel capacity, there exist a code that can provide

transmission of data with arbitrarily small error rate. On the other hand, "the search for

the perfect code" inspired the research in the areas of Information Theory and

Communications for the past 55 years. During this time, many good codes and classes of

codes were constructed.

In general, longer codes achieve better performance, but the required time,

memory, and amount of computation needed for successful decoding of these codes may

be infeasible for practical implementation. Thus the search for an efficient decoding

algorithm is as important as the search for a good code. A good ttade-off between the

performance, measured by the low error probability, and efficient decoding, measured by

the low complexity, is set as a criterion.
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Soft-decision decoding algorithms have been investigated by many coding

theorists over the past several decades. However, finding a computationally efficient soft

decision maximum likelihood (ML) decoding algorithm that can be implemented in

practice is still an open and challenging problem, especially for long codes.

In [2], an elegant decoding method was presented, based on the trellis structure of

the convolutional codes. This algorithm is later applied to block codes as well, as trellises

for these are obtained based on their generator matrices [3]. The advantage oftrellis-type

decoders is modular implementation implied by the regular code structure. At this time, it

is standard and inexpensive decoding method. However, trellises for long codes of rate

close to R =II 2 become large (number of states grows with the length) and trellis-based

soft-decision algorithms performed on the full trellis face the problem of unfeasible

decoding complexity. Contributing to the complexity is the large number of states in the

trellis, and the fact that the states are often densely connected. An example ofa long code

is the (128,64, 16) Reed Muller (RM) code. RM codes can be easily decoded using

hard-decision decoding, for instance, majority-logic decoding. To implement soft

decision Viterbi decoding, we need to process a trellis consisting of more than 2" states

for the optimal, but possibly non-uniform sectionalization. Thus, for the codes for which

simple algebraic decoders exist, the improved performance over hard decision algorithms

is obtained at a very high price.

Multistage decoding (MSD) [4-6] was devised for decoding decomposable codes

[7] and multilevel codes [8] to achieve an efficient trade-off between error performance

and decoding complexity. In a conventional soft-decision MSD scheme, each stage uses
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soft-decision decoding, but hard-decision decoded output is used to modify the soft

decision received sequence for the next decoding stage. Decoded information is passed

down from one stage to the next until the last decoding stage. With this decoding,

incorrect decoded information at one stage may result in error propagation through the

subsequent decoding stages. Therefore, the decoding is not ML even if every decoding

stage is ML - it is a suboptimum decoding scheme. This decoding works well for short to

moderately long codes, say lengths up to 64. It provides excellent trade-off between error

performance and decoding complexity. The performance degradation compared with that

ofMLD is very small, no more than .4 dB for decomposable codes of lengths 64 [9].

Performance analysis of MSD was addressed in [6, 9-11]. The performance

degradation compared to one-level optimum (MLD) decoding is a result of increase of

effective error coefficients. In [9], a bound on the effective error coefficients oftwo-stage

decoding was derived. It was shown that it is directly proportional to the redundancy of

the second level code, and thus the second level code should be kept as simple as

possible. It was also argued that in order to prevent large increase in nearest neighbors,

that is - large effective error coefficient, the number of decoding stages in multi-stage

decoding should be as small as possible. Simulation results for some decomposed Reed

Muller codes showed that with proper choice of decomposition and using only two

decoding stage, performance ofMSD was within a fraction ofdB from the optimum ML

performance.

However, for long Reed-Muller codes, say oflength 128 and up, the performance

degradation becomes severe. Keeping the number of stages small, as suggested in [9], is
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not possible for long codes of large lengths. More decoding stages are needed in order to

keep the complexity of each stage amenable. Examples of three-stage decoding of Reed

Muller codes of length 128 were given in (12]. The performance degradation of the

(128,64) Reed-Muller code with three-stage decoding was shown to be I.S dB at bit-error

rate of 10-5
. In [4], a multilevel method for combining binary block component codes

with a signal set to form a block modulation code was introduced. This method suggested

systematic construction of block modulation codes with large minimum squared

Euclidean distance. These codes achieved good performance and were able to be decoded

using multistage decoding algorithm.

Huber et al. also investigated multistage decoding for block coded modulation

codes. In order to reduce the number of nearest neighbors, which is a result of multiple

representations of binary symbols [10], they suggest that the multilevel code should be

designed not by using the balanced distance (product ofthe outer code minimum distance

and signal constellation squared Euclidean distance), but by using the information

theoretic rule to determine the outer code rates. Codes in their examples designed based

on the new criterion perform close to optimum, using multistage decoding.

The rule given m [9] that the redundancy of the second level code in the

multilevel scheme should be small could also be interpreted as requiring the first level

code to be as powerful as possible. Keeping the number of decoding levels small also

agree with the requirement that the first level code is strong. In addition, it was shown in

[12] that two-level and three-level decompositions of the same block code achieve quite

similar performance if the first level codes are identical. In [13], similar observation was
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made and a decoding scheme in which for all but the first-level code the hard decision

decoding was suggested. Good performance of this scheme is due in part to usage of

turbo decoding for the outer codes. However, the importance of the decoding of the first

level is nevertheless emphasized.

To improve the performance of decoding methods that consist of several stages,

list decoding is often used. List decoder simply provides more than one estimate at the

time and puts them on the list. This list is delivered to the next decoder or to the

destination. Investigation on list algorithms for concatenated codes showed [14Jthat with

large list-sizes, error probability ofthe list decoding is very small.

List decoding algorithm can be used to improve the performance ofMSD for long

multilevel codes. Instead of only one, a list of L best decoded estimates is passed from

one decoding stage to the next. At the last stage, the best codeword (largest correlation, or

smallest Euclidean distance) is chosen as the decoded codeword. Examples in [12]

showed that in some cases even using a list of small size achieves optimum, or close to

optimum performance. However, for longer codes and larger number of decoding stages,

the list size needs to be increased significantly. Of course, the increase of the decoding

complexity of this list multistage decoding is multifold.

It was shown in [17] that list decoding with variable list size achieves large error

exponents, that is, small error probabilities, while keeping the average complexity

reasonably small. The average list size can be kept small by using a type of threshold

decoding for putting the codewords on the list. The problem that exists with the variable
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size list decoding is that the worst-case list size could be quite large, implying that

significant buffering may be needed. However, once such buffer is provided, higher list

error exponents than the regular error exponent for the same code rate may be obtained,

resulting in a much smaller error probability.

The algorithm proposed in [16] was an application of the Forney's [17] threshold

list decoding to multilevel block modulation codes. The modification with respect to

Conventional MSD (CMSD) consisted of passing an additional L-l candidate from the

first to the second stage, if the distance measure between the overall estimate based on

the first candidate and the received sequence is larger than a threshold T If the distance

measure is Euclidean distance, the threshold should be larger than d'!.m /4 (where d_

denotes the minimum Euclidean distance), since for d s dmin /2 the estimate is surely

optimum, and having T s d'!.m /4 would result in unnecessary operations when the

estimate is optimum but not in the sphere of radius ..fi. It was reported that half of the

gap between MLD and CMSD for a modulation code of length 64 was gained by using

this algorithm with L = 2 and a certain value of threshold. Both complexity and

performance are functions of the threshold value.

For long decomposable codes, in order to maintain the trellis complexity of each

component code in a practically implementable range, the number of decoding stages in

MSD must go up. Investigation of list passing in MSD of RM codes [12] led to the

conclusion that for longer codes and m-stage decoding (m > 2) passing two estimates

from first to the second stage gains only a fraction of a difference between MLD and
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CMSD. Even increasing the size of the list to 5, gained only half (0.75 dB) of that

difference for three stage decoding of Reed-Muller (128, 64, 16) code. As a result, the

size of the list must increase to maintain small performance degradation compared to

MLD. This results in a large increase of computational complexity. To overcome this

problem, a list of variable size depending on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be used

to reduce the average computational complexity.

The objective of this dissertation was to investigate MSD based decoding

algorithms that can achieve better performance for long codes than the conventional

MSD algorithm. The investigation lead to the iterative multistage maximum likelihood

decoding (lMS-MLD) algorithm which achieves ML performance through decoding

iterations. Each decoding iteration begins with the generation of a new estimate at a

certain decoding stage. This new estimate is then passed down to the subsequent stages of

decoding. During a decoding iteration, two simple optimality conditions are tested. If one

of the conditions is satisfied, the decoding process is terminated and the best codeword

found at the time is the most likely (ML) codeword. Decoding iteration continues until

the ML codeword is found. In this IMS-MLD algorithm, a new estimate is generated only

when it is needed, which reduces the decoding complexity enormously compared to other

known MLD algorithms.

The organization of the dissertation is as follows. In chapter 2 we introduce

concatenation as a method of forming powerful long codes. In chapter 3, the basics of

multilevel concatenation are presented. Two methods for obtaining multilevel codes are

discussed: decomposition of Reed-Muller [18] codes and construction of Block coded
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modulation (BCM) [5, 19-31] codes. In chapter 4, we present details of Multistage

Decoding (MSD) algorithm. The novel IMS-MLD algorithm is presented in chapter 5,

and the application of the algorithm to decoding of decomposed RM codes and HCM

codes, as well as some suboptimum versions of the algorithm in chapter 6. Chapter 7

contains concluding remarks and the guidelines for the future work.
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Chapter 2

Concatenated Codes

It is well known (l] that small probability of error can be achieved using long codes.

Longer codes of the same type are more powerful than the codes of smaller lengths, for

both hard and soft decision decoding, thanks to the larger minimum distances between

codewords. However, the gain in performance of long codes is paid, sometimes too

dearly, by the increase in decoding complexity. The complexity grows mostly

exponentially with the code length, and becomes a significant problem for

implementation.

Concatenation is a good method of constructing long codes that can be decoded

using algorithms with low decoding complexity. By concatenating two codes, such that

the output of the first encoder is connected to the input of the second encoder, a long code

(length of the resulting code is equal to the product of lengths of component codes) with

large minimum distance is obtained. The advantage of a concatenated code over a code of

similar length and minimum distance, however, one that does not have concatenated

structure, is its suitability for decoding in two steps, each step having significantly

smaller complexity than the non-concatenated structure.

The common characteristic of concatenated codes is that the minimum distance is

lower bounded by the product of the minimum distances of the component codes, while

the overall decoding complexity is proportional to the sum of their decoding
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complexities. This offers a good trade-off between the power/performance and decoding

complexity of the code. Furthermore, concatenation can be generalized to multilevel

coding.

Concatenated codes differ with respect to the types of component codes and the

number of levels of concatenation. In this chapter, we describe the structure, encoding

and decoding algorithms for single-level concatenated codes. Multilevel concatenation is

presented in chapter 3.

2.1 Structure of concatenated codes

Concatenated coding scheme, as originally proposed by Forney [15] is shown in

Figure 2.1. The information sequence is transformed using two codes for two consecutive

encodings. First, the information sequence is encoded by the outer code B, which is

usually a non-binary code over GF(q). The codeword produced by the outer code is then

encoded, symbol-by-symbol, using the binary inner code A .

The encoding block thus consists of two encoders connected back to back, outer

code encoder followed by the inner code encoder, and decoding block - of two decoders,

inner code decoder followed by the outer code decoder. The two encoders are sometimes

regarded as a super encoder and the two decoders - as a super decoder, each

corresponding to the overall concatenated code C. Another way of looking at the

encoder of the concatenated code is to group inner encoder, channel and inner decoder

into super channel. Inner coder/decoder pair reduces the transmission probability

10



introduced by the channel and pass the partially corrected codeword to the outer code

decoder.

Let the dimension (number of information bits) of the outer and inner code be

denoted by K and k, respectively, and the lengths by N and n respectively. Binary

representations of symbols of the outer code codewords are considered information

sequences for the binary inner code, so the number of symbols, q, in the alphabet of

outer code B must be equal to the number of information sequences for the code A, that

. 2"IS, q= .

~ I ., ~=J---.~ :;::11---,
r-----"----,

Digilal
Channel

I D~~ 1---I ~~e I- I'--~_er_code_r +------'

Figure 2.1 Concatenated Coding System

An example ofa good concatenated system, used by NASA as one ofthe standard

schemes for space communication, is given in Figure 2.2. The scheme combines Reed-
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Solomon (255,223) code with the rate \6 convolutional code of memory order M=6 and

minimum distance dmin =10. Interieaver is used to enhance the performance. This system

achieves a powerful performance with probability of error as low as Pe = 10.7 at signal-

to-noise ratio SNR=2.5dB over AWGN channel, as shown in Figure 2.3.

RS (2,1,6)
Digital r---. (255,223) . Interleaver f--.. Convolutional
Source Encoder Encoder

AWGN
channel

RS (2,1,6)
Digital ~ (255,223) Deinterleaver rt- Convolutional ~

Sink Decoder
~

Decoder

Figure 2.2 NASA standard concatenated system

2.1.1. Parameters and properties

I) The length of the concatenated code C is equal to the product of the lengths of

the outer and the inner code nc = N· n .

2) The dimension of the concatenated code C is equal to the product of the

dimensions of the outer and inner code kc = K .k .

3) Code C is linear if its component codes, outer code B and inner code A, are

linear.

12



10"~s3JITIT~~lG~~;;:=1- ,",coded BPSK
* Covolutional code m=6
o concatenated code
x concatenated code with interfeaver

10·''--~----''-:-&----:----:,-----:,----::-----,:----:---:':---7.1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
SIT [dB]

Figure 2.3 Performance of NASA standard concatenated code

Important property of a linear code is that the minimum distance between the

codewords is equal to the minimum non-zero weight of a codeword inC. Using this

property, it is easily shown that:

I) The minimum distance of a concatenated code C is bounded below by the

product of the minimum distance of outer code, dminB , and the minimum distance

ofinner code,dminA •

13



Proof Assume the outer code B = (N,K) and the inner code A = (n,k) are both

linear codes. Then, the minimum weight codewords in A and B have weights dminA and

dminB , respectively. A non-zero codeword in C will have at least dminB non-zero blocks

(minimum weight in B), each of which will have weight at least dminA (blocks are

codewords in A). Thus the minimum weight of a codeword in C, wmin , is at least

dminA •drninB . The equality holds if, for at least one minimum weight codeword in C, all

the non-binary symbols in that codeword are mapped by the inner encoder into minimum

weight codewords in A. By linearity property of the concatenated code, the minimum

distance dminC is equal to the weight of the minimum weight codeword in C, therefore

dminC =W min ~ dmffiA . dminB .

2.2 Encoding of concatenated codes

The information sequence ofthe concatenated code C is k· K bits long, where k

is the dimension of the inner code, and K the dimension of the outer code. During outer

code encoding, consecutive groups of k bits are regarded as symbols in GF(Z·). There

are K such groups. Thus, the information sequence consists of K symbols in GF(Z·).

These K information symbols are encoded using outer code B into a codeword of length

N, consisting of symbols over GF(Zk). Next, each of the N symbols is regarded as a

binary sequence of length k , and encoded using the inner code A into a binary codeword

of length n. Overall, we obtain, as shown in Figure Z.4, a sequence of n· N bits, which

represents a codeword in concatenated code C .
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b., b2 '" bN...... ~ .......
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...... ~ .......

EGF(2")EGF(t') EGF(2")

Fignre 2.4 Encoding of a concatenated code

2.3 Decoding of concatenated codes

The structure of a concatenated coding scheme makes it possible to perform decoding of

a long code C in two steps, using decoding of codes of smaller lengths, n and N

respectively, for inner and outer code. Each of these decodings is much simpler than the

decoding of a code of length n· N that does not have concatenated structure. Thus, the

concatenated structure provides a significant reduction of decoding complexity.

Decoding of the received sequence is performed in two steps. The symbols of the

received sequence are grouped into N blocks of length n. Each block is then decoded

using inner code decoder to obtain k decoded bits per block. Sequences of k decoded

bits are considered a symbol over GF(2') and the outer code decoding is performed on

the words of length N .

Large minimum distance of the concatenated scheme will ensure a good

asymptotic error performance. Especially good results are obtained for transmission over
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compound channels, where first the scattered random errors are corrected by the inner

code, and then the bursts are taken care ofby the non-binary outer code.

2.4 Types of concatenated schemes based on component codes

The outer codes in Forney's scheme are Reed-Solomon codes. Hard decision

decoding of these codes' is relatively simple to implement and achieve good error

performance, as long as the inner code provides estimates with a reasonably small

probability of error « 10-2
). For this reason, Reed-Solomon codes are used in many

concatenated coding schemes.

While outer codes are usually non-binary codes, the type of inner codes can vary

from orthogonal codes implemented as modulation schemes to block and convolutional

codes. In the following, we give a briefdescription for each ofthe three types.

2.4.1 Orthogonal codes as inner codes

This type of scheme uses simplex, orthogonal, or biorthogonal codes implemented as

binary block codes or M-ary modulation scheme (such as 2' -ary FSK) as inner codes.

Application is restricted to cases where constraints on bandwidth are not imposed, since

the rates are usually very low, and therefore the bandwidth expansion is high. For more

detailed description ofthese types ofcodes see [32].

1 Some soft decision decoding methods give even better results with a comparable increase in decoding
complexity.
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2.4.2 Block codes as inner codes

In this type of concatenated scheme, the inner code is a (linear) block code (n,k) of

length n and dimensionk. Each coded symbol of the outer code codeword is regarded as

a k bit long binary information sequence, which is then encoded using (n, k) binary

(linear) inner code.

The correspondence between the dimension of the inner code, k, and the size of

Galois field over which the outer code is constructed, q = 2', restricts the application of

concatenation to block codes of small dimensions, as otherwise the "symbol size" (size of

the finite field) would become too large. A slight modification of the original encoding

procedure allows for much larger dimensions of the inner block code. Namely, if several,

say I, outer code symbols are regarded as an information sequence for the inner code,

then the size of the finite field q =2'1l can be kept small even for large dimensions of the

inner code. Thus, more powerful inner codes can be used. Naturally, I - the number of

consecutive symbols to be considered together - needs to be a divisor of k .

A disadvantage ofthe modified scheme is that an incorrect decoding of the inner

code affects I consecutive outer code symbols, making these symbol errors correlated.

To avoid this problem, an interleaver can be used between the outer and inner encoder

with a corresponding deinterleaver between the inner and outer decoder.
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2.4.3 Convolutional codes as inner codes

In this type of concatenated scheme, the inner code is a convolutional code. The input to

the inner code is a sequence of bits obtained by considering the binary representation of

symbols of the outer code. Binary sequences at the output of the convolutional code is

transmitted over the channel and at the receiver, the sequence is first decoded using

convoultional code decoder, and then the estimated information bits are grouped into

symbols and decoded using outer code decoder.

The errors from the Viterbi decoder of a convolutional code appear in bursts [2,

33]. Since Reed-Solomon codes are good burst error correcting codes [34], they represent

a good choice for outer code when inner convolutional codes are used. However, very

long error bursts at the output of the convolutional code decoder might cause correlated

errors in successive symbols of RS code. To avoid correlated errors, an

interleaver/deinterleaver pair is used in the scheme (as shown in Figure 2.2). Interleaving

is performed in such a way that no two symbols within the same window size of Viterbi

decoder belong to the same codeword ofthe RS outer code.

The combination of RS outer code with convolutional inner code represents a

powerful scheme, which achieves very low probability of error for reasonably small

signal-to-noise ratios.
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In this chapter we discussed a powerful code designing technique - concatenation. In the

next chapter, we describe how this concept can be generalized to multilevel coding

schemes, in which each level is a concatenated code. The codes with such structure can

be decoded easily using reduced complexity decoding method of multistage decoding [5].
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Chapter 3

Multilevel Concatenation

The idea of concatenation presented in chapter 2 can be generalized to an m -level

scheme (m;?: 2). The first attempt to do so was done by Blokh and Zyablov in 1976. In

[8], they presented a three level scheme in which each level consisted ofthe inner and the

outer code. All the constituent codes were linear. The following paper by Zinoviev [35]

further generalized Blokh-Zyablov codes to a non-linear scheme. Zyablov et al. call this

scheme Generalized Concatenated codes since they are obtained as a generalization of

Forney's concatenated codes. Throughout this Dissertation, we use the term multilevel

codes to include multilevel concatenated codes and the multilevel coded modulation

codes.

We first give some examples, and then describe general construction for two

types of multilevel concatenated codes. Later in the chapter, we discuss the encoding and

parameters of multilevel concatenated codes, while a well-known algorithm for decoding

of multilevel codes, multistage decoding (MSD) algorithm, is described in chapter 4.

3.1 Structure of multilevel concatenated codes

Generalized concatenated code C consists of m levels of concatenation with one outer

and one inner component code in each level. The outputs of these m concatenated codes

are then combined to obtain a codeword in C. Different levels of concatenation are not,
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however, independently chosen. The set of inner codes in levels 1 through m are based on

the partition chain ofa block code, or a signal constellation. We therefore distinguish two

types of multilevel concatenation: I) Multilevel concatenated codes (MCC), and 2)

Multilevel coded modulation codes.

Example 3.1

Let us consider an example of a multilevel concatenated code with the encoder given in

Figure 3.1. It is a 2-level code consisting of concatenation of one inner and one outer

code at each level.

The first outer code is a length N = 4, dimension K, = 3 , and minimum distance

dnimB, = 4 code, obtained by combining three repetition codes oflength four to get a non-

binary code over GF(23
).

•
(4,1,4)
(4,1,4) (8,7,2)1

(4,1,4) (8,4,4)

r 1"\
\,. 1.I

2 = 13 (4,3,2)
(4,3,2) (8,4,4)/

• (4,3,2) • {O}
(4,4,1)

K

Figure 3.1 Example of a two-level concatenated code
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The second outer code is also a non-binary code, with parameters N = 4 ,

K2 = 13, and dminB, = I. To obtain this non-binary code with symbols in GF(24
), three

(4,3,2) parity check codes are combined with a universal code (4,4,1) of length 4. The

encoding using 0100010101100101 as input is shown in Figure 3.2. Symbols are

represented in hexadecimal form (d16=13IO), and information bits are given in white

fields.

•

•

0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1
0 1 0 1
1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1

2222

278d

•

•

2 7 8 d

Figure 3.2 Outer code encoding example for a two-level concatenated code

The first level inner code is formed using partitions of a linear parity check code

of length 8, (8,7,2), by the Reed-Muller (8,4,4) code, which is a subcode of (8,7,2).

There are 2' = 128 codewords in (8,7,2) code, and 24 = 16 codewords in (8,4,4) code.

Therefore, the number of cosets in this partition is equal to 2' /24 = 8. Each codeword in

the coset is a sum ofthe coset representative and a codeword from the subcode (8,4,4».
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The first inner code, A(I) / A(2), maps the symbols of the outer code alphabet into

cosets of the partition (8,7,2)/(8,4,4). Each symbol corresponds to a particular coset in

the partition. Since each coset can be specified by a coset representative, the symbols of

the outer code E(I) are mapped to the coset representatives of the partition. Therefore, a

codeword of length N =4 is mapped onto a sequence of four coset representatives of

(8,7,2)/(8,4,4), giving as the output of the first concatenation level a N xn = 4x8 = 32

bit long sequence e(l) (superscript denotes the level of concatenation).

Similarly, we obtain a 32-bit long codeword e(2) at the output of the second

concatenation level. The overall codeword is then obtained as a sum of codewords in

level-l and level-2, i.e., e =e(l) +e(2) . Note that the first level codeword e(l) is a sequence

of 4 coset representatives in (8 7 2)/(8 4 4) ell) = a(l)a(l)a(l)a(l) a(l) E A(l) for
"'" 1234' ) '

J.=I 2 3 4 while e(2) is a sequence of 4 codewords in (8 4 4) e(2) =31(2)a(2)a(2)a(2)
"" ", 234'

a~2) E A(2), for j =1,2,3,4. A sum of a coset representative from {A(l) / A(2)} and a

codeword in A(2), is a codeword in A(l). Therefore, the sum of e(l) and e(2) is a sequence

of 4 codewords in (8,7,2).

Described two-level concatenated code has kc =Kl +K 2 ~ 3 +13 =16 information

bits, and is of length Nxn=4x8=32. Thus, it is a (32,16) code. It can be shown that

with proper mapping of GF(24
) symbols onto coset representatives, the minimum

distance of this code is equal to dmffiB, xdmffip' = dminB, xdmffip, = 8. In fact, the code in this

example is the second order Reed-Muller code RM (2,5) .
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The 2-level concatenated scheme in Example 3.1 employs non-binary outer codes

B(I) and B(2) constructed by interleaving several binary codes. Non-binary symbol at

position- i is a function of the bits at position- i in each code. The outer code can also be

a non-binary code constructed directly over GF(S).

Example 3.2

Consider the concatenated code C from Example 3.1. Let us replace the inner code

(S, 7,2) I(S, 4, 4) with a partition ofa signal constellation by its subconstellation. Since the

number ofcodewords in A(I) = (S, 7, 2) and A(2) = (S, 4, 4) is 12S and 16, respectively, the

code A(I) is replaced by a signal constellation consisting of 128 points, and the code A(2)

by a sub-constellation consisting of 16 points.

Based on the output of the first outer code from Example 3.1, btl) =(2,2,2,2),

subconstellation-2 would be chosen for each of the four symbols of the outer code

codeword b(l) , so the output of the first concatenation level would be c(l) = 2222.

Next, based on the output of the second outer code B(2), b(2) = (2, 7, S, d) , a

signal point would be chosen for each symbol in b(2) from the appropriate sub

constellation determined by cO): 2nd signal point in sub-constellation 2, followed by the

7lh, Slh, and 13lh (1310 = d,6 ) point, all in subconstellation-2.

The code given in Example 3.1 belongs to a group of multilevel concatenated

codes whose inner codes are formed from partitions of a linear block code. The code
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given in Example 3.2 to a group of multilevel concatenated modulation codes whose

inner codes are formed from partitions of a signal constellation. We now describe these

two general classes of multilevel codes.

3.2 Multilevel Concatenated Codes

An m-Ievel concatenated code [9] is formed from a set of m inner codes and a set of m

outer codes as shown on Figure 3.3. The m inner codes are coset codes formed from a

binary linear block code A(') of length n and a sequence of m linear subcodes of A(I),

denoted by A(2),A(3), ...,A(m+!)={O},withA(1+')cA(1)forl:<;;/:<;;m. The inner code

[A(') / A(1+')] at level-I is simply a specific set of representatives of the cosets of A(I)

modulo A(1+!), denoted by A(1) / A(1+1). Each codeword in A(') is a sum of m coset

representatives of [A(I)/A(2)],[A(2)/A(3)], ...,[A(M)/{O}], respectively. For 1:<;;/:<;;m,

is given by

(3.1)

For 1:<;; 1:<;; m, the outer code at level-I, denoted by B(I) , is an (N,KI) linear block

code over GF(ql)' Let iJO be a one-to-one mapping from GF(qJ onto [A(I) / A(1+])].

Let b(l) =(~('),b~'l,...,b~) be a codeword in the level-I outer code B(1) During the

encoding of level-I, b(l) is encoded into the following sequence,

C(l) = (GI
), c~)..C~) = if, (~(l),iJ (b~'), ...j,(b~) )
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If)
b(l)

[A(I)/A(2>:J j, (bi'» = c~)1--

G"" j,(b;TJ) = C~TJ
1f2) 1 [A(2)/A(3>:J +

•
•
•

G
b(m) J:.(lJr» = ~m)1

[A(mJ/{O}]

-

-
outer codes inner codes

Figure 3.3 m-Ievel concatenated code

where cj) = j,(by) is a coset representative in [A(l) / A(l+I)]. Therefore, C(l) is a sequence

of coset representatives from [A(l) / A(l+I)] and is a codeword in the f' level concatenated

code, denoted by C(l) ~B(l) o [A(l) / A(l+')]. The direct sum

forms an m-Ievel concatenated code. For simplicity, we denote this m-Ievel code with

codewords c(l), C(2!, ... , c(m) from the m component concatenated codes C(I), C(2) , ... , c(m)

respectively, i.e., c =C(l) + C(2) + ... + C(m)
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3.3 Encoding Algorithm and parameters of MCC

The information block is the first divided into m parts of size K" 1:<;; I :<;; m, and outer

code encoding at each level is performed using the outer code B(') . Next, an array of size

m x N is formed in which the lili row represents the codeword b(') .

Then each column of this array is mapped into a codeword in A(l) using the

mappings J; (.) . As a result, we obtain a sequence of N codewords inA(/) ,

m

c
j
= LJ;(by).

[,=,1

Parameters of MCC

It was shown in [35] that the minimum Hamming distance of a generalized concatenated

code C is lower bounded by the smallest minimum distance among the component codes,

I.e.,

d. ~min{d . ",d. ",}.
II1Ul 14:YJ:i1 nun.<'\[' nunB

The multilevel concatenated code C is, therefore, a binary code of length

m

nc = N .n , dimension kc =LK, , and minimum distance d... ;;:: min {d . ~ndmi B"'} .
1=1 ls1sm mm n
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3.4 Multilevel Modulation Codes (MMC)

Multilevel modulation codes [28,36] can be constructed in a similar way to multilevel

concatenated codes. In constructing an m-Ievel modulation code, A(') is chosen as a

signal space with 2"' signal points, e.g., 2m
- PSK or 2"'- QAM. First, a binary partition

chain A(I) / A(2) / ..J A(m) / A(m+') ={O} is formed and each signal point labeled by an m-bit

label (U1U2...U",), where A(I+l) is a subspace of A(l) consisting of 2",-1 signal points for

I ~ I ~ m, and 0 represents the signal point labeled by the zero sequence of m bits. The

labeling is accomplished by signal set partitioning [36]. The m outer codes

B(I),B(2l, ... ,Bcm) are chosen as m binary codes. For a set of m codewords

b (l) b(2) b Cm) fr BCI) B(2) B("') . I f1 h f1 II ., , ... , , om , ,..., , respectIve y, orm teo owmg array:

b(l) =(~(I),b2), ...,b?), ...,b2»

b(2) =(W),bi2l,--.,Wl,--.,biJ»

If each column of the array is regarded as the label of a signal point in A(l), then

into a sequence ofN signals in A(l). Let ;1.(-) denote the mapping defined by the signal

i1.(b(l) 0 b(2) 0 • __ 0 b(m» =(i1.(~(I)~(2J __ NmJ), __ ., i1.(b2JbiJ) __ .b~mJ »= (SI>S2'" .,SN)
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is a signal sequence. The following collection of signal sequences:

(3.4)

forms an m-Ievel modulation code over A('). This combining ofcoding and modulation is

known as coded modulation [36]. Since block coding is used, it is called multilevel block

coded modulation. If A(I) is not partitioned into a binary chain, nonbinary outer codes

can be used in constructing multilevel modulation codes. Many efficient multilevel

MPSK and QAM codes have been constructed for both AWGN and fading channels.

Parameters of MMC

For the m-Ievel modulation code the minimum squared Euclidean distance is given as

di =minlS/sm { 0/ .dminB(1) }, where 0/ is the intraset distance [36] in level-I.

3.5 Decomposition of RM codes as MCC

We have seen so far in this chapter that multilevel concatenation can be used to construct

linear codes of large lengths that have large minimum distances. A problem very closely

related to the multilevel code construction is code decomposition. A code is said to be

decomposable if it can be expressed as a multilevel concatenated code. Such code can be

decoded using efficient multistage decoding and therefore achieve good performance

complexity trade-off.
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Not many codes have been proved to be decomposable in this way.

Decomposition of some BCH and Euclidean Geometry (EG) codes are given in [37]. The

most well known example of decomposable codes is the class of Reed-Muller (RM)

codes [7]. We describe their decomposition in this section.

Consider the r th order RM code oflength 2n , denoted RM(r, n). The dimension

of this code is

K(r,n) = i(n)
i=O l

and the minimum Hamming distance 2n
-, .

It was shown in [7] that for any p ~ r, the code RM(r,n) can be expressed as the

following J.l-fold squaring construction,

RM(r,n) = IRM(r,n-p)/RM(r-l, n-p)/ ... IRM(r-p, n-p) 1'-"

where IA1B / ...1Q I denotes a partition chain. For two positive integers i and j such that

0< i < j , let M(i,j) denote the dimension of the coset code [RM(i,j)1 RM(i -l,j)]. Let

(n,k,d)' denote the 2P -ary code (n,k,d,2 P ) obtained by interleaving the binary

(n, k, d) code by a depth of p, with each group of p interleaved bits regarded as a

symbol in GF(2P
).
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The RM(r,n) code can be expressed as a (u+l)-Ievel concatenated code, with

1,,:; f-l ,,:; n -1, U =f-l for r <'c f-l, and u =r otherwise, as follows [9]:

o{RM(r ,n- f-l), RM(r -I, n- f-l), ... ,RM(r -u,n- f-l)} .

From the previous expression we see that, by choosing different values for

parameters f-l and an u, RM code can be decomposed as a multilevel code in many

ways and with different number oflevels. All the component outer and inner codes in this

decomposition are also RM codes, or subcodes of RM codes, with smaller lengths and

dimensions. Two-level decompositions of some Reed-Muller codes are given in Table

3.1, and three-level decompositions in Table 3.2.

Example 3.3

Consider the RM (3,6) code and its decomposition

(64,42,8) = {(8, I, 8X8, 4, 4)' , (8, 7, 2)', (8, 8, I)} 0 {(8, 8, 1), (8, 4, 4)}

given in [9]. Here, outer codes are B(l) = (8, 1,8X8, 4, 4)' , and B(2) = (8, 7,2)'(8,8,1) .

We can see that the non-binary codes B(l) and If2) consist each of four interleaved

binary codes. Thus, the symbols of B(1) and B(2) are from GF(16) .
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Table 3.1 Two-level Decompositions of Some Reed-MuDer Codes

Code
Decoding

Outer Code Inner Code Partition
Stage

RM(I,n)
1 (4,1,4)n., [RM (1,n-2)/RM (0,n-2)
2 (4,3,2) [RM (0,n-2)/[01]

RM(n-2,n)
1 RM(n-3,n-I) [(2,2,1)/' 2,1,2)1
2 RM(n-2,n-I) [(2,1,2 /[0)
1 (4,1,4Y [(8,7,2)1(8,4,4)]

RM(2,5)
2

(4,3,2)' [(8,4,4)1(8,1,8)]
(4,4,1) [(8,1,8)1{0)]

1 (4,1,4)" [(16,11,4)/(16,5,8)1
RM(2,6)

2
(4,3,2)' [(16,5,8)/(16,1,16)]
(4,4,1) [(16,1,16)/{0)]

1
(8,1,8) [(8,8,1)/(8,7,2)]

RM(3,6)
(8,4,4)3 [(8,7,2)1(8,4,4)]
(8,7,2Y [(8,4,4)/(8,1,8)]

2
(8,8,1) [(8,1,8)/{0}]

Table 3.2 Three-level Decompositions of Some Reed-Muller Codes

Code
Decoding

Outer Code Partition
Stage

. 1 (16,1,16)' [(8,7,2)/(8,4,4)]
RM (2, 7) (16,5,8) [(8,4,4)1(8,3,4)]

(128,29,32) 2 (16,5,8)' [(8,3,4)1(8,1,8)]
3 (16,11,4) [(8,1,8)/{O}]

1 (16,1, 161 [(8,8,1)/(8,7,2)]
(16,5,8) [(8,7,2)/(8,5,2)]

RM(3,7)
2

(16,5,8) [(8,5,2)/(8,4,4)]
(128,64,16) (16,11,4) [(8,4,4)/(8,3,4)]

3
(16,11,4)' [(8,3,4)/(8,1,8)]
(16,11,4) [(8,1,8)/[011

1
(16,5,8) [(8,8,1)/(8,7,2)]
(16,11,4) [(8,7,2)/(8,6,2)]

RM(4,7)
2 (16,11,4)' [(8,6,2)/(8,4,4)]

(128,99,8)
(16,15,2)' [(8,4,4)/(8,1,8)]

3
(16,16,1) [(8,1,8)/{0)]
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The trellis of B(l) , for I = 1,2 can be obtained as a direct product of the trellises of

its binary component codes. This trellis has the number of states equal to the product of

the number of states, and number of incoming branches equal to the product of the

number ofincoming branches ofthe component code trellises at each section.

In this chapter we presented the multilevel concatenation as well as

decomposition of codes into multilevel concatenated structure. The main advantage of

codes constructed (or decomposed) in such a way is that they can be decoded using

multistage decoding algorithm. This algorithm is presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Multistage Decoding

Decoding of long codes represents a challenge for implementation, as decoding

complexity usually grows exponentially with length. The more complicated the structure

of the code, the more complex decoding algorithm is needed. One of the widely used

methods for decoding codes whose trellises are available, is Viterbi decoding algorithm.

However, the decoding complexity of this algorithm even for codes of medium lengths,

say n--64, becomes too large for real implementation [3, 12, 37].

Multistage decoding (MSD) [4, 5] is devised for decoding decomposable codes

and multilevel codes [4, 8] to achieve an efficient trade-off between error performance

and decoding complexity. This algorithm utilizes multilevel structure to reduce the

decoding of the overall multilevel code to decoding of its component codes, each of

which can be decoded with much smaller decoding complexity. The component codes are

decoded sequentially, level by level, with decoded information being passed from one

decoding stage to the next.

In a conventional soft-decision MSD scheme, each stage uses soft-decision

decoding, but hard-decision decoded output is used to modifY the soft-decision received

sequence for the next stage decoding. Decoded information is passed down from one
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stage to the next until the last decoding stage. With this decoding, incorrect decoded

information at one stage may result in error propagation through the subsequent decoding

stages. Therefore, the decoding is not maximum likelihood (ML) even if every decoding

stage is ML - it is a suboptimum decoding algorithm.

It was shown [9] that multistage decoding works well for short to moderately long

codes. The trade-off between the error performance and decoding complexity is

excellent. For longer codes, the trade-off is still good, as the decoding complexity is

much smaller than the complexity ofML algorithms, say Viterbi algorithm. However, the

performance degradation compared to ML decoding becomes significant [12].

Multistage decoding is widely used algorithm for multilevel codes. This method is

also a base for the new algorithm presented in Chapter 5. Therefore, we describe the

MSD algorithm in detail here. We also provide performance results for several codes, and

make comparison to ML decoding in terms of performance, and Viterbi algorithm in

terms of decoding complexity. Finally, we describe a modification of conventional MSD,

namely List MSD [12, 16], which improves the performance of this suboptimum

decoding technique for long codes.
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4.1 Multistage Decoding Algorithm for multilevel concatenated

codes

Consider the m-level concatenated code C ={B(IJ,B(2J, ...,irm)} 0 {A(IJ,A(2), ...,A(mJ}

described in section 3.1.1. The encoder for this code is given in Figure 3.3, and is

reproduced here, for convenience, as Figure 4.1. Most important properties of the

concatenated code C are reviewed as well.

b(l) .f. (b(I» - c(l)
Ifl) } [A(l)/ A(2lj I" -. i--

G"' J;Clf2) = c(2)

IP) } [A(2)/ A(3lj J J +
•
•
•

G
b(m) !..cW» = ~m)J

[A(m)/{Ol]---+

---+

outer codes inner codes

Figure 4.1 Multilevel concateuated scbeme

The m inner codes are coset codes formed from a binary linear block code A(l) of

length n, and a sequence ofm linear subcodes ofA(l), denoted by A(2), A(3), ... , A(m)={Ol,
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with A(l+I) c A(I) for I ~ I ~ m. The inner code at level-I, [A(I) / A(l+I»), is a set of coset

representatives of A(l) / A(I+I) , i.e., [ A(I) / A(l+l) ] ={arj') :1" j" ql}' where 3,jl) denotes a

coset representative.

For IS I ~ m, the outer code B(l) is an (N,KI) linear block code over GF(ql),

where ql ~ I[A(l) / A(l+I»)I. Let j,(.) be a one-to-one mapping from GF(ql) onto

[A(l) / A(l+I») that describes inner code encoding at level-I. Then j,0 maps each symbol

of the alphabet of the outer code B(l) to a coset representative from [A(l) / A(l+l»).

Each codeword in A(I) is a unique sum of m coset representatives of [A(l) / A(2)],

[A(2) / A(3)], ... , [A(rn) /{O}], respectively. Thus, a codeword in A(I) can be uniquely

determined by m symbols from the alphabets of the outer codes B(ll, B(2), ... , B(rn),

respectively.

Let bel) =(b,(l),b?l, ... ,bZ» be a codeword in the level-I outer code B(l). During

the inner encoding ofIevel-l, b(l) is encoded into the following sequence,

C (l) = (C(l) c(l) C(l» = iI'(b.(l» 1'(b.(IJ) l'(b(IJ»
I' 2 , ... , N VI 1 ,Jl 2 ""l!l N (41)

where c;1) =j, (by» is a coset representative in [A(l) / A(l+l)]. Therefore, a codeword of

component code C(l) ~ Ifl) 0 [A(l) / A(I+I») at level-I, C(I) , is a sequence of coset
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Every codeword C E C is a sum of m codewords c(ll,c(2l, ... ,c(m) from the m

t d d C (I) C(2) c(m) u· I .conca enate component co es , , ... , respec ve y, I.e.,

From (4.1) and (4.2), we obtain

m m m

C= (c"c2,···,CN) = (L/,(b,(I»,L/,(bji», ...,L/,M»)
1=1 1=1 I:d

(4.2)

(4.3)

Therefore, section:i, c j ' I';; j';; N, ofthe codeword C E C , is uniquely determined by the

symbols by) at/' position ofthe outer code codewords b(I),I,;;/';;rn.

Suppose a codeword c.. =/, (boW) Ell f,(b,,(2» Ell ... Ell fm(b,,(m» corresponding to m

outer code codewords bu(l), b,,(2l, ..., b,,(m) is transmitted. Let r=(lj,rz, ...,rN ) be the

received sequence at the output of the matched filter in the receiver, where section

r j = ('iI' rj2 ,···, 'in) consists of n real numbers. The received sequence r represents a

noisy BPSK signal sequence corresponding to the transmitted codeword C E C . At each

position, received sequence symbol is a sum of the transmitted signal and the additive

noise. Assume BPSK signaling with the mapping of codeword bit c into BPSK signal

described by c~ (-If. Then for I ~ j ~ N, and I ~ s ~ n, rj., = (- I)cuj
, +.N'j." where

.Hj ., denotes the additive noise component at position 'j,s'.
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pre-processmg

.

rem)
---10 Stage-m

Figure 4.2 Schematic representation of MSD

Multistage decoding consists ofm decoding stages, one stage for each level of the

multilevel concatenated code_ At the first decoding stage, the received sequence r(l) ~ r

is decoded into a codeword b(l) in the first outer code B(I). Then the effect of the

decoded estimate b(l) (or c(l» is removed from r(l) _ This results in a modified received
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(2) _ «2) (2) (2)) 'th (2) _ «2) (2) (2)) Th d'fiedsequence r - rl ,r2 ",.,rN WI r j - lj',l ,rj ,2 , ...,rj,n' e mo I I sequence

r(2) is then used for decoding at the second stage and is decoded into a codeword

b(2) E If2) . Again, the effect of b(2) is removed from r(2) to obtain a modified received

sequence r(3) for decoding in stage-3. This continues until the estimate b(m) at the last

decoding stage is obtained. The schematic representation of multistage decoding is given

in Figure 4,2.

Each stage ofdecoding consists of three steps:

1) Preprocessing (modifying) of the received sequence,

2) Inner decoding, and

3) Outer decoding.

After each stage ofdecoding is completed, information about the decoded estimate is

passed to the following stage.

Pre-processing of the received sequence at stage-l:

The received sequence used at decoding stage-/ is prepared in such a way that it only

contains the contributions from the codewords C(I), C(l+1), .. , and c(m). Thus, the

contributions of the codewords from the levels before / need to be removed.

1. The received sequence used in the first stage, r(l) is the same as the received

, (I) ~sequence r, I.e., r - r ,
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2. Let for I ~ I c(l) =ft(b(I) be the estimate of stage-I, where bel) denotes the

estimate of the level-I outer decoder. Then the received sequence at stage-(/+1),

r(I+I) , is obtained from r(l) and c(l) in the following manner:

V)
r(l+l) =r(l) • (_I)'J-

J,S j,S

where rXl denotes the symbol in position's' of the seetion-j of the received sequence

r(l), and cj.s the bit in position's' ofthe seetion-j of the estimatec(l) =C~I)C~) ..cr;) .

Inner code decoding ofstage-I:

Decoding of inner codes is performed using the closest coset decoding algorithm [42].

The number of cosets at level-l is equal to the size of the outer code alphabet, ql. Coset

{ft(p(l»}, corresponding to the symbol p(1), is defined as

For each coset, the codeword closest to the section-j, rjl) =rj~)rn.rX~, of the received

sequence r(l) is found, and its metric is used as coset metric. Metric of the symbol by) at

position}, 1s} s N, is defined as the metric of its corresponding coset, that is,
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Function best finds the best metric of a codeword depending on how the metric is

defined. For correlation metric, function best finds the maximum, and for squared

Euclidean distance, the minimum value.

Let a(l+IJ'(b(l) r Cll ) denote the codeword in ACl+l) such that
} , }

i.e., j, (by» ® a(l+ll'(byl, rYl) is the closest codeword in the coset {j,(bjl))} to the section

rj') of the received sequence. There is one such best codeword for each coset

(correspondingly, to each symbol of the alphabet of BCIl ) at each section I s j s N. We

call j,(bjl»®a(l+IJ'(byl,ryl) coset winner of the coset {j,(bYl)} with respect to rYl.

Definition 4.1: For every coset in ACI) I A(I+'l, or correspondingly, for every symbol fJCI)

of the outer code at level-I, B(I), define coset winner with respect to

section ryl, I s j s N, of the received sequence r(I), as the codeword in

that coset that has the best metric with respect to section rYl. Define

coset metric as the metric of the coset winner.

Let fJcllbe a symbol of B('l. Let a(l+IJ'(fJ(ll,rj'l) denote the codeword in A('+ll such that

winner and coset metric of {j, (tfl»} are respectively 1,(fJ('l)(jj a(l+ll' (fJCll , rj'l) and
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At stage-l of decoding, the inner code decoder processes the N sections of the

received sequence r(l) = (r,cIJ,r;IJ, ...,r2J) independently and forms Ntables, one for each

section of r(l) A table denoted by MI;(I) stores the metric M({ar(lJ}, rj'J) for each ofthe

ql cosets {a.(IJ} E A(') / A(I+1). This table is called the metric table for rjIJ. The inner

decoding at stage-l involves forming N metric tables, one for each section of the received

sequence rj'). These N metric tables are then passed to the outer code decoder. The

process of inner code decoding is represented in Figure 4.3.

MT,(jJ
1

stage-i

inner code

decoder

I
2

qj

Figure 4,3 Stage-i inuer code decoding

Outer code decoding at stage-I:

Let b(J) =(b?), b;IJ, ... ,bt») be a codeword in B(I) The metric of the outer code codeword

b(l) is equal to the sum of metrics of its symbols, i.e.,

N

M(b(l») = LM(bjIJ)
j~1
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Since the metric of the symbol by) is defined as the metric of the coset into which by) is

mapped by j, (-), we can further write the expression for the metric of b(l) as

N

M(b(l» =LM({j,(bjl)})
j=l

(4.5)

where M({j,(bjl)}) is the metric of the coset {j,(bjl»} with j,(by» as the coset

representative. The outer code decoding at stage-I, as represented in Figure 4.4, involves

finding the codeword bCI) E B(I), which has the best metric among all the codewords in

B(I) •
, I.e.,

-(I)
b = argbestbEB'J) (M(b»

This can be achieved by using a trellis-based decoding algorithm, such as the Viterbi

algorithm [2], or some other ML decoding algorithm.

METRIC TABLES

stage-i bCi)

MF,(i) MF,Ci) M['!;') outer code. . .
decoder1 2 N

Figure 4.4 Stage-i outer code decoding
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Once the stage-l of the decoding is completed, the information about decoded

estimate is passed to the stage-(l+1). The three-step procedure is repeated for all levels of

the multilevel concatenated code.

4.2 Multistage Decoding Algorithm for multilevel modulation

codes

In this section, we describe the MSD algorithm applied to Block Coded Modulation

(BCM) codes.

As mentioned in section 3.4, modulation codes are based on the partition of the

signal constellation A(') into subconstellations in which the intra-symbol distance is

increasing. Due to similarity between BCM codes and multilevel concatenated codes

(MCC) described in 3.4, the algorithm described in 4.1 can be applied for decoding of

BCM codes with a few minor modifications.

There are two basic modifications of the algorithm concerning:

1. Details of inner decoding, and

2. Type ofinformation passed to the subsequent decoding stage.

Let b(l) = b,(')b;1) ...b2) be a codeword in outer codeB(I) During the inner encoding

oflevel-l, btl) is encoded into the following sequence:

5(1) = (~(q('»),~(bY»), ...,~(bZ»))
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where Il,(bj'l) is a label ofa signal sub-constellation A(I) / A(I+l). A signal sequence ofthe

component modulation code C(I) at level-l is a sequence of signal sub-constellation labels

such that

A signal-codeword SEC is obtained as a combination of signal words

(1) (2) (m) fr t d I t· d·s .S •...,s om m cornponen rno u a Ion co es, I.e.•

s =:1>(b,(l))A-,(W))...Am(W)~ ,Ii, M))A-,(b3~) )...Am(W)~ ... :1> (bZ))A-, (b~)) ...Am(b1m)~ .
4. 3z SN

Each section Sj represents a point in signal space A(l) that is uniquely determined

Suppose a signal sequence S corresponding to outer code codewords b(1) , b(2),

b(3), ..., b(m) is transmitted. Then s can be expressed as

s =S,S2",SN =1::i: )=
s(m)

Ii, (b(l))
A-, (b(2l )

Am (b(m))
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Inner decoding

Let N be the length of the outer codes and q/ the size of the alphabet of the outer code,

which is equal to the number of signal sub-constellations in the partition [A(I) / A(I+]) ] .

Like in inner decoding of MCC, N metric tables are formed, one for each signal point

Let subp denote the set of points in sub-constellation- f.J of the partition

[ A(/) I AC
/+

l
) J. The metric of subp with respect to received point III position- f.J ,

r j =(rXj' ry,), is defined as the best metric ofa signal point in subp' (here the best metric

is the smallest Euclidean distance between any signal point in the subconstellation and

the received signal point r j ). Metric table ~(I) stores q/ metrics, one corresponding to

each subconstellation subp , for I s f.J s q, .

Passing tbe information to the next stage

For BCM types ofcodes, the same received sequence r, =(r'l> r", ..., r'N) is used in all

decoding stages. The information that is passed from stage to stage is a sequence of

signal-sub-constellation labels

The label at position-j determines the signal sub-constellation that r, j will be

compared with during inner decoding of stage-I.
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4.3 Examples: Multistage decoding of RM codes

In this section, we present application of MSD to codes that belong to the class of

decomposable codes described in section 3.5. We provide several examples, as well as

the theoretical estimate ofthe performance of the multistage decoding.

As seen in [7] and summarized in section 3.5, RM codes can be decomposed into

multilevel concatenated codes consisting ofRM codes of smaller lengths and dimensions

as inner and outer codes at each level:

o{RM(r,n- p), RM(r -1, n- p), ... ,RM(r-v,n-p)}. (4.6)

This multilevel concatenated structure allows the application of the MSD algorithm

described in section 4.1. Performance results for several codes are reported in the

following examples.

Example 4.1

Consider the RM(I,S) code, which is a (32,6,16) code of length n=32, dimension

k =6, and minimum distance d =16 . For p =4 and v =2, we obtain two-level

decomposition

Dj : (32,6,16) = {(16,1,16),(16,5,8)}o{(2,2,1),(2,1,2)}.
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The performance of this code [9] over AWGN channel when MSD algorithm is

used for decoding is represented in Figure 4.5. We can see that MSD decoding loses 0.8

dB at p, =10-5 compared to MLD. This result does not justifY our claims that the

performance of MSD for short and medium length codes is excellent. However, it brings

up an important question ofchoosing the correct decomposition for a given code.

10'~~------'-----J~~- ...coded BPSK
" 2-stage MSO 01
. MLO

1a'L-----'------"------'---------'----'----,L---L------'- _
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

SIlr [dB]

Figure 4.5 Performance of (32,6,16) RM code with 2-stage decoding
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Namely, it was mentioned in section 3.5 that there are many different

decompositions ofa given RM code. The parameter p in (4.6) determines the length of

the inner codes, and parameter v, a function of p and r, the number of binary

component codes of all the outer codes. For different values of parameter p, we obtain

different decompositions of a code. Also, for a fixed p, the v +1 binary component

outer codes can be grouped in different ways to obtain an m -level concatenated code,

where 1,.:; m ,.:; v + 1. It is important to choose the decomposition which has the best

performance/complexity ratio.

Example 4.2

Consider the RM(l,5) code from Example 4.1. For p =2 and v =4, we obtain two

level decomposition

V,: (32,6,16) = {(4,1,4)3,(4,3,2)}o{(8,4,4),(8,1,8)}

It was shown in [9] that the error coefficients for the decomposition V, and

V, are 32783 and 59 respectively. Simulation results show that the decomposition D,

outperforms decomposition D, in a two-stage decoding, thus being in agreement with the

result on error coefficients. In the same paper, it was shown that, for two level

decomposition, performance decreases when the number of redundant bits in the second

level outer code increases. Therefore, it was suggested that a good two-level

decomposition has a small number of redundant bits in the second level code. The bit-
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error performance of the decomposition Dz in comparison to D, is reproduced from [9]

in Figure 4.6.

103~........................... >» .............• !~(~'<.... >>.0<2 r············ !»> 1E
I'!

g
"iii 10'1c·............•..........'. 'x'x••••••

10-5 .,.

10~1------!:---~-_-L_--cO----:---~---!-----,~_--::'.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

snr [dB]

Figure 4.6 Performance of two different decompositions of (32,6,16) RM code
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Example 4.3

Consider the RM(3,6) code that is a (64,42,8) code. Choosing the parameters f.J = 3

and u =3 , and grouping the binary component codes into two and three levels, we obtain

the two-level decomposition D, and the three-level decompositions D4 and D, as

D,: (64,42,8) = {(8, I, 8)(8, 4, 4)',(8, 7,2)3(8,8,I)}o{(8,8,l),(8,4,4)}

D4 : (64,42,8) = {(8,1, 8X8, 4, 4)3, (8, 7, 2)2, (8, 7, 2X8,8, I)} o{(8,8, I), (8, 4, 4), (8, 2, 4)}

and

D, : (64,42,8) = {(8, I, 8)(8, 4, 4), (8, 4, 4)2, (8, 7, 2)'(8, 8, I)} 0 {(8, 8, I), (8, 6, 4), (8, 4, 4)}

The performances ofdecompositions D, and D4 were shown [12] to be almost the same,

and much better than that of composition D,. The importance of having a strong code in

the first level is emphasized. Here, we give the performance ofthree-stage decomposition

D3 in Figure 4.7.

It can be seen from the figure that the three-stage decoding results in suboptimum

performance, with 0.4 dB loss compared to ML decoding around BER= 10-' .
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Figure 4.7 Performance of multistage decodiug of (64,42,8) RM code

Example 4.4

Consider the RM(3,7) code, which is a (128,64,16) code. For .u =4 and v =3, two

possible decompositions are D6 (two-level) and D7 (three-level):

D6 : (128,64,16) ={(16,1, 16)(16, 5,8)', (16,11,4)' (16, 15, 2)} 0

{(8, 8, 1), (8, 4, 4)}
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and

D7 : (128,64,16) = {(16, I, 16X16, 5,8)' ,(16,5, 8X16, 11, 4), (16, 11, 4)2 (16, 15, 2)} 0

{(8, 8,1), (8, 5, 2), (8, 3, 4)}.

Simulation results for D6 are not available, since the trellis for Viterbi decoding

of the first level outer code comprises of 8,192, and the trellis for the second level outer

code of 4,096 states, when 8-section trellises are used. Both trellises have very large

number of incoming branches at each section. Two problems arise with this

decomposition: 1) storage problem, space is needed for the trellis representation (states

and corresponding metrics, survivors, etc.), and 2) computational complexity problem, as

large number of computations is needed to process the corresponding trellis.

Results for the decomposition D7 are given in Figure 4.8. The three stage

decoding loses about 1.3 dB in bit error performance at BER=1O-5, compared to MLD.

This example shows that, in case of codes of large lengths, the performance loss of

multistage decoding compared to MLD is significant for the SNRs ofinterest.

Example 4.5

Consider the RM(4,7) code, which is a (128,99,8) code. By choosing parameters to be

IJ = 4 and v =4, and grouping component codes into three levels, we obtain the three

level decomposition D"
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D. :(128,99,8) = {(16, 5,8X16, 11, 4), (16, 11, 4)2, (16, 15, 2)3(16, 16, I)} 0

{(8, 8, 1), (8, 6, 2), (8, 4, 4)}

The perfonnance of this code using multistage decoding for the three-level

decomposition is shown in Figure 4.9. The loss compared to MLD is 0.8 dB at BER=lO'5

10.'~~~?J.~~- II1coded BPSK
x Majority logic
'V 3-stage MSO
• MLD

1°·'~N\,HY'0F····.1D'~~•••• ; .•.•••••.•.••, H·.·~~~si

10.
5

r••••.••.••.••.••••••. ·..••••••••••••.• \••••·•·.,ii~i.i ••~·.·••••••••••··.·.·.·.r\••• i•••• ·• }••• I·•••··~.· ••••••••

10·' '--_-'---_---'--_----.l__-'---_---'--_----.l__-'---_-'-_----.l_--'
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

snr(dB]

Figure 4.8 Performance of 3-stage decoding of (128,64,16) RM code
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

snr [dB]

Figure 4.9 Performauce of 3-stage decoding of (128,99,8) RM code

We have seen in the given examples that different decompositions of the same

code result in different error performances of multistage decoding. Thus, the choice of

decomposition is very important. It was shown in [II, 12] that the performance ofMSD

is related to the structure, that is, weight distribution ofcomponent inner and outer codes.

The upper bound on probability ofblock error was computed for several codes.

Overall, the results show that the multistage decoding performs well for RM codes

of small and medium lengths if a good decomposition ofa given code is chosen.
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The loss in performance compared to MLD at p. "" 10-5 is of the order of few

tenths of a dB for RM codes of length 64, and a few dB for RM codes of length 128.

Since decoding complexity is drastically reduced, the tradeoff between the loss in

performance and decrease in complexity can be considered satisfactory. It is of interest,

though, to see if the error performance can be improved by introducing certain

modifications into the conventional multistage decoding algorithm. We show in the next

section that the error performance of MSD can be improved by passing a list of L

decoded estimates with best metrics from one stage to the next. At the last stage, the

codeword with the best metric (largest correlation, or smallest Euclidean distance) is

chosen as the decoded codeword [12, 16].

4.4 Performance comparison of MSD and ML decoding

Why is MSD of multilevel codes only asymptotically optimum, that is, why is the

performance of MSD for practical SNRs not as good as that of ML decoding? The

answer to this question comes from the observation of the closest coset decoding, which

is used for decoding of inner codes.

Let the estimate of the first stage outer code B(I) be bel) = (b?) ,b~l) , ...,b~). Then

Metric of the estimate b(l) is equal to

N N

M(b(l»= IM(bj) = IM({!.(bJ»)}).
}=I j=1
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Since the coset metric is defined as the metric of the coset winner, i.e.,

where a(l+l)*(b(l) r(l) E A(I+l) we obtain
} , } ,

N

M(b(l) = 2::M(,t;(bj') $a;(bj'), rjl)) .
j=l

(4.7)

(4.8)

Definition 4.2: Let the inner code decoding with respect to the received sequence r(l)

result in N metric tables containing for each coset in A(I) / A(l+l) the

coset metric and the coset winner. Define coset winner sequence for

the outer-code codeword b(l) as the sequence obtained by substituting

each symbol by) with the coset winner j, (by) $ a; .

The coset winner sequence ofthe codeword b(l) is given by

where a;+')* E A(l+') for 1~ j ~ N .

LellUlUJ 4.1: Metric of the outer code codeword bel) is equal to the metric of the

corresponding coset winner sequence.

Proof: Lemma 4.1 follows directly from (4.8) and (4.9).
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Let b(l) denote the codeword in B(I) with the best metric among the codewords

in B(I) . Let the metric of b(l) be denoted by M(b(l). This metric is equal to the metric of

the coset winner sequence of b(l) , however, it is not necessarily equal to the metric ofany

codeword in multilevel concatenated codes C. We have that

Equivalently,

N

M(b())) = max "maxM( I' (b(l) EEl a) or
(I) (I) (1) (1)~ (2) Jl J 'bl b2 ."bN EB j=l aeA

(4.10)

Thus, we maximize the summation in (4.10) over all codewords in the outer code 8(1),

and over all sequences ala 2 .. .aN E (A(2)r.However, only those expressions

(4.1I)

for which a,aZ ...aN E C , or alternatively, f,-1 (a,aZ...aN) E B(2) , will be valid codewords in

C. There are total of (2" t = 2N
." sequences of the form (4.1I) for a given b()) , and only
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IB(2) 1== 2K
,+K,+.+K. among them are codewords in C. Thus the multiplicity of sequences

examined by the multistage decoding over the sequences examined by the ML decoder is

N·.,-tK,
2 jo, Strict bound on error probability would require more involved calculations

and taking into account that error occurs only if the maximized sum in (4.10) occurs for

b(l) that is not an ML solution. However, we can say that, roughly, MSD performance is

.
N."-:EKj

2 M times worse than that of ML decoding. This expression more or less fits the

calculations of error coefficients presented by Wu et al. [9] for the decompositions D,

and D, from examples 4.1 and 4.2, as well as the decompositions of the example 4.3.

In general, assuming that stages 1 through I -1 produce ML estimate, the

.
N·kl1-l- LXj

estimate of the stage-l results in ML estimate on average 1 in 2 joM times.

Substituting I == m, this number becomes 2N .o-O == 1, which agrees with the fact that the

last stage decoding always produce ML estimate, given that all the previous stages result

in estimates that are components of the ML solution.

4.5 List Multistage Decoding (LMSD) Algorithm

In the multistage decoding algorithm described in section 4.1, an estimate b(l) is obtained

at stage-l after the inner and the outer decoding have been performed. The information

about the estimate is passed to the next decoding stage, in which the level-(l+1)
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component code C(l+I) is decoded. This information is used for processing of the received

sequence rCI) in order to obtain rCI+l) .

In List Multistage decoding, the outer code decoder at level-l provides W; best

estimates, b(l)', b(I)2, ... , bCI)W" instead of only one. The information about Lz best

estimates, and the corresponding codewords of C l - e(l)l, e(l)2, ... , e(/)L, - is passed to

the subsequent decoding stages.

During stage-1 decoding, the outer code decoder BCI) provides W; best estimates,

b(l)I, b CIP , ... , b(I)W,. The information bits corresponding to b(l)w are stored at the first

KI positions of the vector Infow
, for 1'; tV ,; w.. The corresponding codewords of CCI) 

e(l)I, e CI )2, ... , eCI)W' - are obtained based on (4.1). The Lz sets (e(I)W, Infow
,

r(1)w =r(l»), for I ~ @ ~ w; and Lz =W; , are passed to the stage-2.

At stage-(l + 1) of decoding, the following set of steps is performed for each of

the L, estimates e(1)w passed from the previous decoding stage:

1. Modified received sequence rC1+I)W is obtained based on r(J)w and e(l)w .

2. Inner code decoding is performed based on rC1+l)w, and then N metric tables

~CI+I)W, 1'; j ,; N , are passed to the outer code decoder.

3. Outer code decoding is performed using N metric tables ~(/+I)W, 1,; j ,; N , and

W,+I best estimates btem.(/+l)w." I ~ s ~ W,+I are obtained. For each of them, the
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information about estimates from the previous levels is stored in Info"'.

Additional estimates can be obtained using list Viterbi decoding [38] for the outer

code S(l+l) .

When this procedure is completed for all estimates b(l>", (or c(l>",), 1;;",;;L" the total

number of estimates btem.u+1>"'.' at level-(I+1) is equal to L,' n;+l' We choose L,+! best

among these, based on their metrics, and call them b(l+l>"', for 1;; '" ;; ~+l' At the last

decoding stage, only one estimate is found during the outer code decoding for each

estimate b(m-'>", passed from the stage-(m-I), i.e., Wm == I. The estimate with best metric

is chosen as the decoded codeword (Lm == I).

4.6 Examples: List Multistage Decoding of RM Codes

Example 4.6

Consider the (64,42,8) code from the Example 4.3 and its two-stage decomposition D,.

Simulation results for n; == L, E{I, 2, 3, S} (where I, 2, 3, or S decoding estimates are

passed from the first to the second decoding stage) and W, == I are shown in Figure 4.10.

Passing additional one estimate from the first to the second decoding stage (W; == 2 ),

improves the performance by .2S dB at p" == 10-' . The difference in performance between

list decoding with W; == 2 and W; == S is quite small. In addition, at p" == 10-5
, the

difference becomes indistinct, and both algorithms achieve MLD performance. The

optimal performance is achieved with much smaller complexity than that of the Viterbi
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algorithm for the single-level code, which achieve ML perfonnance. The choice of

W; =2 represents a good trade-off between improved perfonnance and minimally

increased decoding complexity.

10" r=-CC=CC=CC=CC="T'CC=CC=SCC=-c=rCC=CC="'TCC=CC==CC="F=o=="?'~§i1
" - uncoded BPSK

v 3-slage MSD
x List-2 MSD
" List·3 MSD
+ List-S MSD

MLD

10'!--__:_--~---:-----:c---::---~--,:_-__:_--~.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

snr(dB]

Figure 4.10 Performance ofList MSD of (64,42,8) code

Example 4.7

Consider the (128,64,16) RM code from the Example 4.4 and its three-stage

decomposition D7 • Simulation results for W; =4 =L, E {I, 2, 3,4, 5} and W, =W, =I

(where 1,2,3,4, or 5 decoding estimates are passed from the first to the second decoding
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stage, and from the second to the third decoding stage) are shown in Figure 4. II. As in

the previous example, most of the gain in performance is obtained by passing two

candidates from the first to the second decoding stage.

10" r==---F=---r7=---r==---F=---r==---r=~.~T~2:C;::::S:~~
LIlcoded BPSK
3-stage MSD
List-2 MSD
List-3 MSD
List-5 MSD

10'n.Y\. ! ••••.~~K ••••••••i·=s¢' ••••••••f< :••••••••••••••.••.•••• ~.:., ..~Ml~[D?_:.: •• C"" •••.•• .~

10'r. . : ....•

10'L...._-'-_--'__...L.._--'__-'-_-'-__.L-_-L__L.....-'--'
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

sr.-[dB]

Figure 4.11 Performance of List MSD of (128,64,16) code

However, a non-trivial improvement is obtained if 5 estimates are passed to the second

decoding stage. At P, = 10.5 , half of the difference between three-stage decoding and

MLD is recovered, which is around 0.65 dB.
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Example 4.8

Consider the (128,99,16) RM code from the Example 4.5 and its three-stage

decomposition D,. Simulation results for W; =~ =L2 =5 and W2 =2 are shown in

Figure 4.12. For this code, at p. = 10.5
, LMSD performs within 0.1 dB of the optimum

ML decoding.

- uncoded BPSK
v 3-51og. MSD
x List MSD
• MLD

10.5

, ••••••••••••••••,•••••••••·••••••• 1••••••••••••••••••' ••••••••••• , ••

10" L-_-:'-_----:'__..L-_----'=-__-'---_---L__:'-_---'--_-----'L-_--'
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

snr (dB]

Figure 4.12 Perfonuaoce of List MSD of (128,99,8) code

Based on the previous examples, we can conclude that multistage decoding with a

list of estimates passed to the next stage represents a good alternative to optimum
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decoding of long decomposable codes. The trellis state complexity is the same as for

conventional multistage decoding, and, furthermore, decoding for different candidates

can be done in parallel and using the same trellis structure for the outer code.

Of course, the computational complexity of the described LMSD algorithm

increases multifoldly, compared to MSD. For long decomposable codes, in order to

maintain the complexity of each component code in the range that allows practical

implementation, the number ofdecoding stages must be increased. As a result, the size of

the list must increase to maintain small performance degradation compared to MLD. This

results in a large increase of computational complexity. To overcome this problem, a list

of variable size depending on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be used to reduce the

average computational complexity. The idea of a variable-size list is used in developing

the new iterative decoding algorithm described in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Iterative Multistage Maximum Likelihood

Decoding Algorithm

We have seen in the previous chapters that multistage decoding (MSD) of long

multilevel codes has, for practical signal-to-noise ratios, a significant gap In

performance compared to maximum likelihood (ML) decoding. The List MSD, a

modification of MSD algorithm in which more than one estimate of a particular

decoding stage is used for decoding in consecutive stages, achieves improvement in

performance. However, the number of estimates necessary to achieve ML performance

can be very large, which contributes to a significant increase in decoding complexity.

Much of this added complexity is redundant as most of the time the first estimate of

each stage results in the ML solution. Therefore, conditions determining whether the

ML solution has been found are needed for computationally efficient decoding.

In this chapter, we describe a novel algorithm for decoding multilevel codes. The

basic principle behind the algorithm is "pass additional estimates between decoding

stages only until it can be said with certainty that the ML solution has been found". This

can be achieved by passing a list ofestimates of variable size to the next decoding stage,

iteratively, one by one, with tests determining the last element of the list. It was shown

in [17] that in list decoding of single-level concatenated codes with variable list size, the

average number of words on the list could be kept small. This was shown to be true for
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decoding of the multilevel code as well, namely, the average complexity of the new

algorithm is significantly smaller than the complexity of fixed-size list decoding with

the comparable error performance.

The proposed algorithm is iterative in nature and has stopping criteria that

guarantee optimality of the decoded codeword in maximum likelihood sense, In this

chapter, we first described the theory behind the algorithm, that is, the theorems on

which the algorithm is based. Then we describe the proposed IMS-MLD algorithm using

a two-level concatenated code and prove its optimality. Later, we generalize the

algorithm to the case ofm-Ievel codes, where m > 2 .

5.1 Review of the conventional MSD

In chapter 4, the conventional multistage decoding algorithm was presented in detail.

Here we review it briefly, and introduce some useful modifications and notation.

Suppose codeword Ctr = J, (btr(l) EEl f2(b,,(2) EfJ ... EEl fm(btr(m) of the m-Ievel

concatenated code C is transmitted. Let r =r j r2 ...rN be the received sequence

sectionalized into N parts, where component r j consists of n real numbers,

r j = rj,jrj,2 ...r, .• ' At each position, received sequence symbol is a sum of the transmitted

signal and the additive noise, Assume BPSK signaling with the mapping of codeword

bit c into BPSK signal described by c~ (-It. Then rj " = (_I)CIT" + .Njp for

1s j s N, and Iss s n , where .Nj " is the additive noise component at position 'j,s',
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Decoding is performed in m-stages, one for each level of the multilevel

concatenated code C. Decoding of each stage consists of three-steps: 1) Preprocessing

(modifying) of the received sequence, 2) Inner decoding, and 3) Outer decoding.

Preprocessing of received sequence:

Received sequence is prepared for the decoding at stage-I, by removing the contribution

ofthe estimates obtained in decoding stages 1 through (I-I). Let c(l) =};(b(l) denote the

estimate of the stage-I, where b(l) is the estimate of the stage-I outer decoder. Let r(l)

denote the received sequence used for decoding of stage-I.

1. By definition, r(l) ~ r .

2. For I:?: 1, r(l+I) is obtained from r(l) and c(l) in the following manner:

,j,"
(1+1) = (I). (-1)"

7;.s rj •s (5.1)

where r?J denotes the symbol in position's' of the section-j of the received sequence

rtf), and c/., the bit in position's' of the section-j of the estimate C(I)=cjl)C~)..c~) at

stage-I.

Inner decoding of stage-I:

At stage-I of decoding, the inner decoder processes the N sections of the received

sequence r(l) =(rl(l), ryl, ..., r~» independently and forms N metric tables, one for each

section of r(I). Forming the metric table MT;(I) at level-l consists of finding ql coset
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metrics with respect to rjl), one for each of the ql cosets in AC') IAC'+ll. Let fJCI) be a

symbol of the outer code BC'l and let (!z(fJCI)} denote a coset with !z(fJCll) as the coset

representative. Coset metric M({!z(fJC'l)}) is equal to the metric of the coset winner, as

defined in Chapter 4.

Let a(l+I)*(fJ(ll, rj'l) denote the codeword in ACI+
1
) such that

coset metric of {J; (/JCll)} .

Let us expand the metric table ~(I) so that it contains both the coset metric and

the coset winner with respect to ry) for each coset (J;(fJ(ll)}. This information will be

used to perform tests in the new algorithm.

Outer code decoding of stage-I:

Let b(l) =(b';ll ,bYl , ...,b~)) be a codeword in the outer code Blo The metric of bCI) is

defined as the following sum:

N N

M(bC')) ='LM(by» ='LM({J;(by)}) °

I~,l j=1
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Again, let us introduce a modification of the conventional algorithm to allow the

decoder of the outer code at level-I to be a list decoder. The list decoder finds the

codeword with the best metric among the codewords in B(I) that have not yet been

declared estimates.

5.2 Relations between metrics of estimates in MSD

In this section we derive some useful relations between the metrics of the estimates in

different stages of multistage decoding. These results, presented in several lemmas and

theorems, are used in the subsequent sections to formulate the new iterative multistage

algorithm. Throughout this section, we use the following notation:

o Let N denote the length ofthe outer, and n the length of the inner codes ofthe m

level concatenated code C.

o Let, for 1s: 1s: m, e(l) denote a codeword in the component code C(l)

o Let, for 1s: 1s: m, r(l) denote the received sequence at stage-I, where r(I+I) is

obtained from r(l) and c(l) using equation (5.1).

o Let M (e, r) denote either correlation metric or squared Euclidean distance

metric ofa codeword e with respect to the received sequence r.

Lemnul 5.1: Let, for 1s: I s: m, e(l) be sectionalized into N parts as e(l) =e~')c~) ...e~) .

Then for any codeword a = (a I a 2··.an) oflength n,

M(c(l)Ella r(I») =M(a, r(l+l») for I <I <m
1'1 }, - .
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Proof:
c.

Let BPSK signal t j,s =(-I) J,s correspond to the bit Cj,s ofthe codeword c.

I) Let M...n{) denote correlation metric. Then

2) Let MEO denote squared Euclidean distance metric, Then

/'l (I)

ME(c~) Ella, rYl) =L «_l)cj ,EIla, - r?l)'
8=1

By part 1) ofthis proof, M,orr(c~l Ella, r}'l) =M,orr(a,rt'l ) . In addition,

II rj'l 11'=11 rt1
) II' since, by (5.1), (r?:'ll =(rXl)' .Therefore,
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Theorem 5.1: Let the codeword c in m-level concatenated code be decomposed into

component codewords as c =c(1) Ell c (2
) Ell ... Ell c(m) • Then,

and in particular

Proof: By substituting a =C(2) El'>c(3
) EI'> ... EI'>cCm) and 1=1 into (5.4) ofLemma 5.1, and

summing overj, 150 j 50 N, we obtain

Applying the result ofLemma 5.1 to right side of(5.5) with a = C
(3

) EI'> ... EI'>cCm)

and 1=2, we obtain

Substitute a =c(1+!) Ell ... Ell c(m) into (5.4) ofLemma 5.1 to obtain

By successive application of(5.6) to (5.5) and the results thereo( we obtain
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Next, we present a result on optimality of the decoded estimate at stage-I.

Lemma 5.3: Let b(IJ E B(l) be the codeword decoded during outer decoding of stage-I. If

the coset winner sequence L(b(l») of b(l) is a codeword in the overall

concatenated code C = (B(l), B(2J, ••• , B(mJ} 0 (A(l), A(2), ...A(mJ}, then it is the

codeword in C with the best metric and hence, the most likely codeword.

Proof: Let a j E A(2), for I oS: j oS: N. Compare the coset winner sequence to the

sequences ofthe form

(5.7)

By definition of the coset winner, and coset winner sequence, the metric of

the coset label sequence L(b(IJ) is equal or better then the metric of any

sequence described by (5.7).

All the codewords in C have the form given in (5.7), and in addition satisfy

the condition that (f2-' (a1),.r,-1 (a2),···,iz-1(aN)) is a codeword in the outer

code B(2), thus C is a subset of all sequences described by (5.7). Then, the

metric of L(b(l») is also equal or better than the metric of any codeword in

C. Finally, if L(b(IJ) IS a codeword in C, then it is the codeword with best

metric, i.e., the most likely codeword. QED
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Let us now consider the relation between the metric of the decoded estimate

e E C , and the metric of b(m), the estimate of the stage-m outer decoder,

Lemma 5.4: Let b(l),b(2l, ...b(m) be the estimates produced by the outer decoder at stages

1,,; I ,,; m , be the codeword in C based on these estimates. Then

Proof Metric of the estimate b(m) ofthe outer decoder at the last stage is given as

N

M(b(m) = 2:M (Um(W)}).
}=I

(5.8)

Since at level-m cosets belong to partition A(m) JA(m+') =A(m) J{O}, coset

(fm(b(m»} consists of exactly one element, namely, fm(b(m). The equation in

(5.8) then becomes

N

M(b(m) =2:M (fm(W»,rt).
j=1

(5.9)

For 1< J' s N r (b(m) = elm) where elm) is a codeword in A("') and
- '.1m J J' J '

elm) ~ (e~m), ... ,e~) is a codeword in elm) =B(m) 0 A(m) . By substituting fm(bJ"')

with ej"') in (5.9), we obtain
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N

M(b(m» =LM(cjm) , rt» =M(c(m) ,r(m».
j=1

Now by Theorem 5.2,

QED

Note: In the rest of the chapter, we assume that the codeword metric is correlation

metric, for which best metric is equivalent to largest metric. All the expressions can be

derived for a different metric type if;;:, sign is replaced by what is "better than or equal"

for the corresponding metric type. For instance, if squared Euclidean distance is used, in

which case best metric is equivalent to smallest metric, then the sign ";;:," describing

relation between metrics is replaced by " s ", and "max" by "min".

Theorem 5.5: Let the outer decoder at stage-I compute codeword b(') based on the

estimates b(l) through b(H) passed from the previous stages, and let

c(l) =J;(b(l». Then the metrics of the outer code estimates satisfy the

following series of inequalities:

Iffor some I, 1s I <m, coset winner sequence L(b('» is a codeword in

C, i.e., L(b('» EC, then

Proof: Consider the outer code codeword b(l) at level-I, 1s 1< m . By Lemma 4.1, the

metric of b(l) is equal to the metric of its coset winner sequence L(b(l», i.e.,
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(5.10)

Similarly,

By Lemma 5.1, for ci) =h(b]') , (5.11) results in

N

M(b(l+') =~ max M(h(b(l) $ I' (b(l+I)$8 r(l).
~ (J+1) 1 } J 1+1 ) ), )
1:=:1 ajEA

(5.11)

(5.12)

Since for 8· E A(I+') I' (b('+!)$8. is a codeword in coset {I' (b(l+')} (5 12)J ,Jl+1 J J Jl+l] ,.

can be rewritten as

N

M(b('+!) =~ max M( E(b(l) $8 r(l).
L..J (1-tI) .II J J> /
j=1 aJE{Jl+t (b j )}

(5.13)

We can see from (5.10) and (5.13) that the expressions for M(b(l) and

N

M(b(l+!) differ only in the set over which the sum LM(J;(b;')$8j,rj') is
j=1

maximized. In case of M(b(l), we maximize over the set of all sequences

8,8,,,.8N such that 3} E A(I+]) for 1<;, j <;, N, while in case of M(b(l+!), the

maximization is performed over the set all sequences 818,,,.8N such that

8 j E {ft.! (btl))}. Since the latter set is a subset of the former, I.e.,

{ I' (b(I+I)} C A(I+I) we have
J 1+1 j ,

and therefore M(b(l):20M(b(/+!) for 1<;,l<;,m-l.
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Substituting 1=1,2, ... ,m-I, we obtain

Ifthe coset winner sequenceL(b([»is a codeword in C, then it can be uniquely

represented as a sum ofcodewords of component codes I through m, i.e.

Also, by definition ofcoset label sequence,

L(b(I» = { i' (b (I» Ell a([+I)* i' (b (I) Ell a(l+])* i' (b (I» Ell a (1+])*) so
VI I I ,JI 2 2 ""Jl N N'

Further decoding will result in codewords c(l+]), C(l+2), ... , c(rn), so

c(l) =C(i) for 1+1 5, j 5, m .

Next, the metric of L(b(l» can be written as

=M(a(I+])'a(I+I)' a([+])* r([+]»
I 2 ... N '

(5.14)

by Lemma 5.1

by (5.14)

by Theorem 5.2

by Lemma 5.4

Thus, since M (b(l» =M (L(b(I») (Lemma 4.1), we obtain from the previous

series of inequalities
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5.3 IMS-MLD for two-level concatenated codes

5.3.1 Theorems for the two-stage iterative decoding algorithm

For the iterative two-stage MLD algorithm, decoding iterations are based on the

generation ofa sequence ofestimates at the first stage. The estimates are generated one at

a time, in reverse order of their metrics, starting from the largest (best). This can be

achieved using a serial list decoder for the outer code B(l), for instance serial list Viterbi

algorithm [38]. Based on the N metric tables provided by the inner code decoder, the

outer code decoder finds the codeword with the best metric among those that have not

been chosen so far.

Let i denote the present iteration. At the i th iteration, the first-stage outer decoder

generates the l<h best estimate, denoted by btl),; = (If),; ,b~l),;, ..., bi:}),;). Received sequence r

is then modified based on c(l),; =J; (b(l),;) to obtain r(2)j . Let b(2),; denote the decoded

codeword at the second stage based on r(2).;. The overall estimate at iteration i is

ci =J;(b(l),i)Ell /,(b(2),i), with metric M(c;), which is by Lemma 5.4 equalto M(b(2),i).

Let io be the integer such that I ,,; io < i and

M(c~)=maxM(cj)
l:O;;j<i

(5.15)

that is, c~ is the best decoded codeword in C during the first i-I iterations, and it is

found in iteration io .
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The proposed algorithm is based on the following two theorems.

Theorem 5.6: For iteration i 21, metrics of the estimates b(l),! and b(2).' satisfY relation

M(b(l).') 2M(b(2).i), where equality holds if the coset winner sequence

" b(l),! L(b(l).i)!!;.{r(b(l).i) • f.(b(l).') • f.(b(l).i) .) ..lor, - VI 1 EttaI' 1 2 Ei}a2 ,· .. , I N maN' IS a

d d ' C' 'f (.. .) , d d' C(2) B(2) A(2)co ewor In , 1.e., 1 a1,82, ... ,8N IS a co ewor In = 0 •

Proof: Theorem 5.6 follows directly form Theorem 5.5 for m=2.

Theorem 5, 7: Given the notation ofthis section, the following implications are true:

1) If M(C~)2M(b(l).'), then c~ is the most likely codeword with respect to the

received sequence r.

2) If M(c~)<M(b(1).i) and the coset winner sequence L(b(l).i) is a codeword in C,

then L(b(l).i) is the most likely codeword in C with respect to r.

Proof:

1) Assume M (c~) 2 M (b(I).i) . It is a property oflist decoding that

fori5>j (5.16)

Then for all iterations j 2 i , by the assumption, (5.16), Theorem 5.5 and Lemma

5.4 for m=2,

M(c~) 2M(b(l).i) 2M(b(l)·i) 2M(b(2),i) =M(ci ), i.e.,
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for j?:.i, (5.17)

that is, c~ is the best estimate in iterations j, j?:. i . Also, by (5.15),

for j<i, (5.18)

that is, c" is the best estimate in iterationsj, 1~ j ~ i -1. By (5.17) and (5.18), c~

is the most likely codeword in C.

2) By assumption, M(c~) <M(b(l).') and L(b(1).') be a codeword in C. Then it

follows from (5.15) that

(5.19)

By (5.16), Theorem 5.5 and Lemma 5.4 for m=2, it follows that

(5.20)

Thus by Lemma 4.1, (5.19) and (5.20), M(L(b(1).')) ?:.M(c f ) for all iterationsj.

By assumption L(b(l).') is a codeword in C, thus L(b(l).') is the most likely

codeword in C.

5.3.2 The Algorithm for two-stage decoding

QED

Estimates are generated iteratively. Each iteration i starts by generating an estimate b(1V

at the first decoding stage. Estimates are generated until one of the criteria stated in
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Theorem 5.7 is satisfied. Let i denote the current iteration number and io the iteration in

which currently best estimate c~ was computed. The algorithm consists of five steps:

SteD 1: Set i =1. Compute the first (best) estimate bC1\1 of the frrst decoding stage, and

its metric M(bn\l). Check whether the coset winner sequence L(bC'\') is a codeword in

C. If it is, L(b(l\l) is the most likely codeword and the decoding stops. Otherwise, go to

Step 2.

SteD 2: Perform second stage decoding and obtain the estimate b(2\l with metric

M(bC2).I). Let io=l, and store cl =.Mb(1\I)EilJ;(b(2\l) and the metric M(cl)=M(bC2),I)

into buffer registers for c~ and M (c~), Go to Step 3.

Step 3: For iteration i zl, the best estimate found so far, c", is currently stored in a

buffer register together with its metric M(c~). Increment the iteration number i by one.

Determine the ,<h best estimate bCl\' of the outer code BCI), and its metric M(b(l\'). If

M(c~)zM(bC'\'), then c~ is the most likely code in C, and decoding is finished.

Otherwise, go to Step 4.

Step 4: Check if the coset winner sequence L(bC'\') is a codeword in C. Ifit is, L(bCl\')

is the most likely codeword in C and decoding is finished. Otherwise, go to step 5.
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Step 5: Generate bC2>;. Now c' =J;(b(l),')$/,(bc2),') and M(c')=M(b(2),i). If

M(c'»M(c~), set io =i and store c' and M(c') into buffers for ci, and M(c"). If

maximum iteration number has been reached, stop. Otherwise, go to Step 3.

The decoding process iterates until the most likely codeword is found, or all

estimates have been generated. The upper bound on the number of iterations is equal to

the number of codewords in B(I), i.e., 2K
,. This is the extreme case. In general, the

number of iterations required to obtain the most likely codeword is very small compared

to 2K
,.

5.4 IMS-MLD for m-Ievel concatenated codes

5.4.1 Theorems for m-stage iterative decoding algorithm

Two-stage iterative MLD decoding can be generalized to the case of m -level

concatenated codes. The algorithm is based on the following two theorems.

Theorem 5.8: Let /1 and /2' I s /, < /2 s m, denote two levels in the multilevel structure of

code C. Then for all iterations i, i ~ 1 , metrics of the estimates in levels /]

and /2 in the same iteration satisfY the relationM(b('),') ~M(b(~),i). If the

coset winner sequence for the estimate bC,),i, L(bcu'), is a codeword in C,

then M(bcu') =M(b(~),i), and moreover, M(bcu')=M(b('),') for all
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Theorem 5.9: Let i denote the current iteration. Let io, 1:::; io :::; i -1, be the iteration in

which the currently best codeword c~ was computed.

1) For i2>oio 2>01, if M(c~)2>oM(b(n,), then the codeword in C obtained during

iteration io is the most likely codeword with respect to the received sequence r.

2) If M(c") 2>oM(b(l,,) for some I, I <l <m, then the codeword obtained at iteration

io is better than any codeword that results from further list decoding at level-I.

3) If M(c") <M(b(n,) and the coset winner sequence L(b(l,,) is a codeword in C,

then L(b(l,') is more likely codeword with respect to r then the codeword

obtained during iteration io . Therefore L(b(l,') becomes currently best codeword.

4) If M(bcm,~)<M(b(1,') and the coset winner sequence L(b(1") is a codeword in

C, then L(bCI") is the most likely codeword with respect to r.

Proofs of the theorems 5.8 and 5.9 are based on Theorem 5.5 and the property of list

decoding. These theorems are used to design the algorithm for decoding m-Ievel

concatenated code.

5.4.2 The Algorithm for m-stage decoding

In m-stage, a new decoding iteration can be initiated at any stage above the final stage.

The decoding iteration begins with the generation of a new estimate at the starting stage,

say stage-I. If all the 2Kj estimates at stage-I (resulting from a particular sequence of

codewords from stages above the stage-/) have already been generated and tested, the
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decoder moves up to the stage-(l- 1) and starts a new iteration with a new estimate.

Decoding iterations continue until the ML codeword is found. Just like for the two-stage

decoding, the final decoding decision is made at the first stage.

Suppose the decoding process is at the stage-l of iteration i. Let b(1)" denote the

decoded codeword in the outer code B(') during iteration i. Let L(b(l).') denote the coset

winner sequence corresponding to b(l).'. The metric of b(IV is denoted by M(b('V). Let

c" denote currently best decoded codeword with metric M(c~). Then the buffer contains

c~ and M(c~) =M(b(m).~).

At the completion of the I'" decoding stage of/" iteration, the decoder makes one

ofthe following three moves:

1. If M(b(').}) ";;M(b(").}') the decoder moves up to the stage (i-I) and starts

a new iteration with a new estimate.

2. Otherwise, if M(b(i).J) >M(b(").}'), the coset winner sequence L(b(').}) is

tested. If it is a codeword in C, then the buffer is updated

(M(b(i').}') = M(b(i).}) , etc.) The decoder moves up to the stage-(i-l) and

starts a new iteration with a new estimate.

3. If M(b(').}) >M(b(i').}'), and the coset label sequence L(b(i).}) is not a

codeword in C, then decoder moves down to the (i+l)th stage of the J'"

iteration.
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When the decoder reaches the last (mth) stage, it must move up to the (m_l)th stage

and start a new iteration (since the coset winner sequence of the estimate b(m~j is always

a codeword in C).

Whenever the decoder reaches the first stage at the beginning of an iteration, a

decision is made at the completion of the first-stage decoding whether the decoding is

terminated or continues. Suppose the decoder has reached and completed the first stage

decoding at thel' iteration. The decoder makes one the following moves:

1. If M(bU~j)";M(b(i,~j,), then the decoding is finished. The ML codeword is

formed from b(i.).j. and the codewords above ioth stage which resulted in the

generation of b(io).}•.

2. Otherwise, if M(b(i~j)>M(b(i,~j'), and the coset winner sequence L(b(i~j) is

a codeword in C, then L(bu~j) is the ML codeword. Decoding stops.

3. If M(bU~j)>M(b(i,~j,) and L(b(i~j) is not a codeword in C, then the decoder

moves down to the second stage and continues the decoding for the l'
iteration.

Thus, the tests performed at the first decoding stage are actually the optimality

conditions.
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5.5 Suboptimum versions

The worst-case complexity for the proposed iterative algorithm is a problem that needs to

be addressed. As with other variable size list decodings [17], the small average

complexity does not guarantee that the worst-case complexity will be smal1. If all

estimates are processed at the same time, in parallel, then large buffers are needed.

However, since we use the serial list decoding, only one new estimate is generated at a

time. Thus the only large buffer needed is that for the trellis of the list VA.

In this section we explore the possibility of keeping the decoding complexity low. This

will result in suboptimum versions of the algorithm. The tradeoff between the

complexity and performance is expected to be good.

5.5.1 Limited list size decoding

It was suggested in [39], that the problem of large average number of iterations, and

therefore the worst-case complexity and delay, can be overcome by setting a limit on the

number of estimates generated by the list decoder of the outer codes. We introduce this

restriction to the iterative algorithm. In this case, the decoding algorithm achieves near

optimal error performance.

5.5.2 Threshold decoding

Previous work [16,17] suggests that good results are obtained when the criterion of

adding a codeword to the list is based on a heuristical1y determined threshold value. Here,
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we describe a suboptimum version of the iterative algorithm presented in section 5.4, in

which comparison to threshold is used as a stopping criterion for decoding [43]. The

modifications ofthe original algorithm for the three-level code are as follows:

1. Ifthe difference between the metric ofthe estimate after the first decoding

stage, and the metric of the corresponding estimate after the last (here

third) stage during iteration j is bigger than a given threshold (), i.e.,

M (b(3l,}) - M (b(ll,}) > ()

then we proceed with the iteration j + I from the first stage, i.e., with the

generation of a new estimate at the first level. The motivation for this

heuristic rule is based on the belief that if a difference between the metric

in the first stage and the metric of the corresponding estimate after the last

stage is too large, it is indication that the coset sequence of the first stage

does not include the most likely codeword.

2. If M(b(3).})_M(b(2).J)<.5 , where .5 is a small value threshold, then we

proceed with the iteration j +1 from the first stage. This modification is

based on the assumption that if the condition is satisfied, with high

probability the best codeword that belongs to the coset sequence of b(l).}

has been found.

3. The third modification is the addition of a stopping criterion. If the

constellation winner sequence at the second stage is a codeword in C, then
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we stop the iterations. Note that when this condition is tested in the first

decoding stage, it is an optimality criterion, while in stages after first it is a

suboptimum stopping criterion.

In this chapter, we presented the new iterative algorithm for multilevel codes, which

achieves ML performance. Some of the possible suboptimum versions are discussed as

well. The applications and the discussion ofperformance are given in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

Applications of IMS-MLD Algorithm

The algorithm derived in the previous chapter is tested for two classes of multilevel

concatenated codes: decomposed RM codes and Block Coded Modulation (HCM) codes.

The results are compared to other algorithms that can be applied for decoding of the

multilevel codes in question.

6.1 Application ofIMS-MLD to Decomposable RM codes

In this section, we give two examples in which IMS-MLD is applied to two RM codes of

length 128. We assume BPSK transmission over additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)

channel. We also use encoding in reduced echelon form in all simulated cases to

minimize the BER [40]

Example 6.1

Consider the third order RM code oflength 128, which is a (128, 64, 16) code. This code

can be decomposed as multilevel concatenated code [9], and a possible decomposition is

given by:

(128,64,16) ={(l6, 1)(16, 5)2, (16, 5XI6, 11), (16, 11)2(16,15)} 0 {(8,8), (8, 5), (8,3)}.
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The outer codes are interleaved RM codes of length 16, while the inner codes are

formed by a partition chain, (8,8)/(8,5)/(8,3). The universal code is partitioned by the two

subcodes ofRM codes, namely (8, 5) c (8,7) and (8,3) c (8,4).

The 16-section full code trellis has 226 states [3]. However, after decomposition,

the 8-section trellises of the component outer codes have 29 ,2', and 29 states,

respectively. Therefore, for MSD, the total trellis state complexity is equal to 29 + 2' + 29
,

which is mush less than 226
•

The bit error performances for different algorithms are given in Figure 6.1. It can

be seen that the performance curve of the IMS-MLD algorithm agrees with the union

bound for the (128,64) RM code. The new algorithm outperforms the conventional MSD

by 1.35 dB at BER=2x 10-6.

The computational complexity is expressed in terms of number of real operations

(addition and comparisons) required for decoding one block of data. The computational

complexity of Viterbi algorithm based on the full code trellis is 9.3 x109
. For

conventional MSD, the computational complexity is 4.26x104
. Due to the iterative

nature of the IMS-MLD algorithm, the average complexity varies with the SNR. The

values of the average number of real operation per block, and average number of

estimates generated at each decoding level (avel, for I = 1,2,3) are given in Table 6.1. All

the values decrease as the SNR increases. At a certain point, the complexity of the IMS

MLD becomes even smaller than that ofconventional MSD.
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Another way to compare is to include a test on the coset winner sequence for the

conventional MSD. If this sequence is a codeword at any level, the decoding of the

following stages is not necessary. The complexity of this modified conventional MSD

becomes variable with SNR, and ranges from 2.6xl0' for SNR=2.0 dB, to 0.55xl0'

for SNR=5.0 dB. Complexities of various algorithms are given in Table 6.3 for

comparison.

The problem of large average number ofestimates generated at each stage, as well

as the large worst-case complexity, can be overcome by using the Limited list size

suboptimum version discussed in section 5.3. Setting this limits of number of estimates

generated by the outer code decoders to 5 and 2 for the first and second outer decoder

respectively, results in an iterative algorithm with the same performance as that of List

MSD [12] with parameters 5 and 2. However, the computational complexity of the

suboptimum iterative algorithm is much lower, as it can be seen from Table 6.2

(complexity of the list decoding is equal to the upper bound on the complexity of

suboptimum IMS algorithm). This suboptimum version of IMS not only has large

reduction in the average number ofestimates generated at each stage for small SNR, but

it has bounded worst case complexity, as well. Complexities of different algorithms are

given in Table 6.3 for comparison.

From Figure 6.1 and Table 6.3, it can be seen that, compared to conventional

MSD, IMS-MLD achieves significantly better performance with relatively small increase

in average computational complexity. In Figure 6.2 and Table 6.3, the list decoding of

[12] is also included. It can be seen that IMS-MLD outperforms the List MSD by 0.4 dB.
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When compared to Viterbi decoding algorithm based on the full code trellis, IMS-MLD

achieves the same performance with enormous reduction in both computational and

trellis complexity.

Table 6.1 Decoding Complexity for IMS-MLD of RM (3,7) = (128,64,16)

SNR(dB) 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

No of opr [10"] 45.0 12.6 10.0 4.0 2.6

ave} 31 9.12 3.2 1.84 1.47

ave, 40 11 3 1.1 0.69

ave3 9.5 2.8 0.78 0.22 0.081

Table 6.2 Decoding Complexity for Suboptimum IMS ofRM (3,7)=(128,64,16)

SNR[dB] 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

No of opr [10] 6.25 3.3 1.82 1.15 0.83

ave, 3.24 2.55 2.04 1.71 1.46

ave, 3.5 2.20 1.36 0.92 0.66

ave, 1.41 0.67 0.30 0.14 0.07
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Figure 6.1 Performance of (128,64,16) over AWGN channel

Table 6.3 Computational Complexity ofvarious algorithms for (128,64,16) code

Decoding
Average number of real operations at 8NR [dB] Upper

Algorithm
bound on

2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 complexity

Conventional 2.57 1.88 1.42 1.03 0.80 0.65 5.0 426
MSD [10"]

Suboptimum 625 333 L82 1.15 0.83 - 36_6
IMS no"1 -
Optimum 45_0 12.6 10.0 4.0 2.6 - - -IMS-MLD [10"]
Viterbi [10"1 93 9.29 928 923 93
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Example 6.2

Consider the 4lh order (128,99) RM code with the following decomposition

(128,99,8) ={(16, 5X16,11), (16, 11)2, (16, 15)' (16, 16)} 0 {(8, 8), (8, 6), (8, 4)}.

Again, the outer codes are obtained by interleaving the RM codes oflength 16. The trellis

state complexities of the three outer codes Ifl), B(2), and B(') are 2', 2', and 24

respectively. These complexities are very small compared to 219 states of the full code

trellis.

The IMS-MLD outperforms the conventional MSD by 0.75 dB, as seen in figure

6.2. If suboptimum IMS algorithm is used with the list sizes of the list Viterbi algorithm

limited to 5 for the first stage outer code and 2 for the second stage outer code, it achieves

almost optimum performance with a very small average complexity and with bounded

worst-case complexity. Table 6.4 contains complexities ofdifferent decoding algorithms.

Table 6.4 Computational Complexity ofvarious algorithms for (128,99,8) code

Decoding AVeral/;e number ofreal ·ODS at SNR [dB]: Upper

Algorithm 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5
bound on

complexity

Conventional 1.2 1.1 0.9 0.7 0.56 0.4 0.3 1.5
MSD [1041
Suboptimum 3.3 2.1 I.3 0.8 0.56 0.4 - 7.8
IMS {104

]

Optimum 22.0 7.9 6.3 1.0 0.56 0.4 - -
IMS-MLD fl041
Viterbi [10"] 4.62 4.61 4.56 4.44 4.20 3.82 3.29 4.63
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Figure 6.2 Performance of (128,99,8) over AWGN channel

6.2 Application ofIMS-MLD to HeM codes

In [16], an improved MSD algorithm for decoding multilevel codes based on list

decoding of the outer codes was presented. The improvement is achieved by passing

additional L estimates from the first to the second decoding stage if the distance measure

between the decoded and the received sequence is larger than a given threshold. The

results were given only for L = 2 and short codes.
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In this section, we investigate the application ofthe IMS-MLD algorithm to block

coded modulation (BCM) codes. A suboptimum version of the algorithm, that can be

considered as a possible generalization of[l6J is presented at the end.

6.2.1 Application ofthe maximum likelihood version

Two examples are given in which IMS-MLD algorithm is applied to BCM codes. We

assume 8PSK signal constellation and transmission over the additive white Gaussian

noise (AWGN) channel.

Example 6.3

Consider the three-level BCM code where

B(l) =(32,6,16) is RM(I,5) code,

B(2) = (32,26,4) is RM(3,5) code,

if') =(32, 31, 2) is parity check code.

This code has the minimum squared Euclidean distance (MSED) equal to 8, and spectral

efficiency 1.97 bits/symbol.

We choose 4, 16, and 32 section trellises for Ifl), If2), and If'), respectively.

The bit error perfonnances ofconventional MSD and IMS-MLD are given in Figure 6.3.

We can see that the iterative algorithm gains 0.4 dB, while the average number of

iterations in the first stage varies between 1 and 3, and in the second stage between 0.15

and 2.15. Thus the cost of optimum perfonnance compared to that of conventional MSD

is very small.
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Figure 6.3 Performance of the (32,6)(32,26)(32,31) BCM code

Example 6.4

To emphasize the potential of IMS-MLD algorithm over the conventional MSD

algorithm, we consider the three-level BCM code in which

B(I) =(32,6,16) is RM(1,5) code,

B(2) = (32,6,16) is RM(1,5) code,

B(3) =(32,31,2) is parity check code.
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This code has MSED equal to 8 and spectral efficiency 1.34 bits/symbol. From

Figure 6.4, we observe that IMS-MLD gains 1.8 dB with respect to MSD. The average

numberofiterations varies between 1.27 and 16.21 in the first stage, and between 0.3 and

16.27 in the second decoding stage.

The two examples show that IMS-MLD achieves large coding gains compared to

conventional MSD. It should be mentioned that the emphasis is on gaining the difference

between the MSD and MLD performance in a relatively small number of iterations. A

different problem, the construction ofoptimal BCM codes is discussed in [10, 4 I].

'O·,RJillJ=TJ------s~~~- uncoded QPSK
v MSD
o IM5-MLD
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~
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Figure 6.4 Performance ofthe (32,6)(32,6)(32,31) BCM code
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6.2.2 Application of suboptimum threshold version

Let us examine the perfonnance of this suboptimum version of iterative multistage

decoding algorithm on the example of a BCM code whose outer codes are terminated

convolutional codes.

Example 6.5

Let M denote the memory order of a convolutional code, R its rate, and dfroe its

minimum free distance. Consider three-level BCM code with

B(I) .R ='- M =8 d =24. 5 ' >.free

,,(2) . R - 2 M - 5 d - 6D' . -3' -, free-

B(') .R - 5 M - 3 d - 3. -'6' -, frf:e- -

Codes B(l) and B(2) are best (maximum d
froe

) convolutional codes for the given

rate, and B(3) is a punctured convolutional codes. Outer convolutional codes were

terminated and considered as block codes of length N =480. The BCM code has MSED

equal to 12, and spectral efficiency 1.72 bits/symbol. Spectral efficiency is lowered

slightly due to the termination ofthe convolutional outer codes.

The performance ofMSD and that ofthe iterative decoding with bounded number

of iterations starting at each stage (50 for the first and 3 for the second stage), are

represented in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5 Performance of HeM code with terminated convolutional outer codes

The gain of the iterative algorithm compared to MSD is around 0.8 dB. The

average number of iterations, however, reaches 46 for the first and 53 for the second

level, and results in a large decoding delay.

To combat the complexity and delay, we apply the second suboptimum version,

described as threshold decoding in section 532, The performance of this version of

iterative algorithm for the code in Example 65 is also shown in Figure 6.5. It can be seen

that the performance curve is on the top of the curve of the iterative MSD algorithm with
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limited list sizes. However, with the newly introduced conditions, the average list sizes in

the first and second stage are reduced from 46 to 6 and from 40 to 3, for the SNR 4.5 dB

and 4.75 dB.

In this chapter, the performance of iterative multistage IMS-MLD algorithm was

examined for decomposed Reed-Muller codes and BCM codes. Examples were given to

support the claims. Results for all examined codes show that the optimum or "close to

optimum" performance can be achieved with small decoding cost compared to

conventional MSD.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Work presented

In this dissertation, we investigated the problem of difference in performance between the

conventional multistage decoding algorithm and ML decoding of long codes. Several

examples showed that a significant gap exists, more than 1 dB for codes of length 128.

The goal was then set to find an improved algorithm that achieves optimum ML or close

to optimum performance. Given the good computational efficiency of multistage

decoding, it was of interest to keep the basic philosophy of the algorithm and use the

multilevel code structure. The search resulted in a novel iterative multistage decoding

algorithm, which achieves ML performance.

We started in chapter 4 by analyzing the performance of the list MSD, also

presented in [12]. Considering more than one estimate ofthe particular decoding stage in

decoding of subsequent stages proved to be a good method in reducing the error rate, but

the decoding complexity increases significantly when the number of estimates becomes

large. To achieve ML performance, however, large number of estimates is required in

cases of signal being heavily contaminated with noise.

To reconcile the requirement for the large number of estimates passed between

decoding stages when necessary, with the requirement for low decoding complexity, we

searched for the criteria that determine whether the ML codeword has already been
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found. These criteria allow the decoding complexity to be small for clean signal and use

the large number ofestimates only when necessary (source allocation).

Criteria for stopping or directing search towards the most likely codeword are

based on the relation between the ordered metrics of the estimates produced by the list

decoder, and on the relation between metrics of estimates in subsequent stages when

inner codes are based on partition (coset codes or signal constellation partitioning). The

theorems describing these important relations are presented in 5.2.

Based on the criteria formulated in several theorems of chapter 5, the new

iterative multistage MLD algorithm is devised and presented in 5.3 for two-level, and in

5.3 for m-Ievel concatenated codes. The new algorithm uses serial list decoding f the

outer codes in which the estimates are generated one-by-one in the reverse order oftheir

likelihoods (most likely one fITst). In the examples given in this dissertation, list Viterbi

decoding [38] modified to accommodated trellises of block codes, was used. However,

any list algorithm can be applied within the proposed IMS-MLD scheme. In addition,

different list algorithms can be applied in different decoding stages. The only difference

will be in implementation. The most computationally efficient list-decoding algorithm

should be used for each particular outer code.

In Chapter 6, the algorithm was first applied to decomposed Reed-Muller codes of

length 64 and 128. The simulation results for the bit error rate and the average decoding

complexity results proved that the newly developed algorithm is highly efficient, and also

easy to implement. When compared in average complexity to Viterbi decoding, it
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achieves reduction of about 10'. The average complexity was shown to be a function of

signal-to-noise ratio - large for small SNRs (noisy channel) and low for high SNRs

(clean channel).

The computational complexity varies not only with SNR, but also from block to

block of decoded data. Even when the average complexity is low, the worst case

complexity might be very high, causing a long decoding delay. A possible solution for

this problems is to request retransmission if ML codeword is not found in certain number

of iterations. Another is to decode these "noisy" bocks in background (multi-decoder

case), while other subsequent blocks are decoded in the main unit. Thus only this

particular information would be delayed while the upcoming data, possibly clean of

noise, can be decoded and delivered.

Next, the algorithm was applied to BCM codes with block and convolution codes

as outer codes. High computational cost of the new algorithm for the terminated

convolutional codes of very large length suggested that the suboptimum version of the

algorithm must be used.

Several suboptimum versions are presented in chapter 5. One directly limits the

maximum number of estimates provided at each stage. This version has the same

performance as list MSD [12], but thanks to new criteria, achieves much smaller average

computational complexity, as shown in the example.

Another suboptimum version is based on heuristically determined thresholds for

the difference in metrics of subsequent estimates. This suboptimum version is heuristic in
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nature, but the stopping criteria are essentially based on the optimum conditions

presented in the original algorithm. The results show that the performance is very good,

with drastically reduced average computational complexity.

7.2 Future work

The IMS-MLD algorithm is the first multistage decoding algorithm that achieves

maximum likelihood performance. It was shown that extremely good performance 

complexity ratios could be achieved for RM codes and BCM codes. The application is,

however, in no way limited to these two classes ofcodes. The algorithm can be applied to

wide range of codes, providing that the multilevel structure, as described in chapter 3,

exists. Good codes can be constructed with a proper choice of component codes. One

such construction is presented in [37], where, starting from multilevel structure of RM

codes, different codes are constructed by substituting the component codes with other

types of codes. Some of the best-known block codes result form this substitution. The

IMS-MLD can then be applied to achieve ML performance.

The algorithm is also suited for several suboptimum verSIOns that will be

examined in the future research.

A challenging open problem is derivation ofupper and lower bounds on error-rate

for the list- (j) decoding in multistage decoding algorithm, where (j) is the list size. These

bounds would help the study of convergence of the algorithm and determining a good
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value for the maximum number of iterations in each stage (limiting the worst case

complexity in the way that least affects the performance).

In addition, we will be looking for the refined versions of the threshold stopping

criteria introduced in section 5.5 for the suboptimum version of the iterative multistage

algorithm.

Stopping criteria are not always stringent. Sometimes the ML codeword is found

in early iteration, but the iterations continue for a while until the stopping criteria is

satisfied. We will be looking into how this problem can be minimized.

Another topic left for future work is the examination of performance of IMS

MLD algorithm and its suboptimum versions over the wireless channels. We believe that

the statistics of the noise will play an important role in the design of effective

suboptimum versions.
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